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ABSTRACT 

. The§ chemical, biological, and physical inter-relationships 

dictating the environmental status and evolution of shoreline wetlands 

are clearly dependent upon water level fluctuations of both.short-term 

(i.e. seasonal} and long-term (i.e. longer than seasonal) time 

scales. 1 Herein is presented an attempt to relate the impact of 

prolonged water level changes on the areal extent of shoreline 

marshlands. The model discussed is a simplistic conceptual approach 

based solely upon the geometric variables defining the morphology of 
the marsh and its confining basin. Two general and mutually 
contradictory conditions are considered. Both conditions tacitly 

assume that the marshland in question contains a phreatophytic 
vegetation canopy, and that the dynamic nature of the plantl 

atmosphere/sustaining soil relationships, while ignored,is nonetheless 
acting in a manner such as to preserve rather than destroy the marsh 
proper. The first condition, however, assumes that both the offshore 
and onshore reaches of the wetland area are capable of supporting and 
transforming either marshland or onshore vegetation as required, and 
that, given sufficient regeneration time, a dynamic equilibrium may be 
established between marsh and onshore conditions. The second 
condition' tacitly assumes no such vegetative equilibrium _may be 

established on the onshore reaches. 

Dividing the principal shoreline marsh configurations into the 

general geometric categories of linear, concave/convex, and 
elliptical, mathematical expressions are developed which relate



changes in persistent water levels to the disappearance or 

re-emergence of marshlands in terms of the onshore and offshore slopes 
of the wetlands, the change in water level, the initial marsh area, 
and the maximum marsh depth beyond which emergent vegetation becomes 

indiscernible in a synoptic overview. ; 

A "user-friendly" computer program written in IBM PC BASIC is 

included within this communication. This computer program is intended 
to enable workers concerned with particular marshland regions to 

utilize the predictive (both for conditions of total vegetative 
regeneration and total vegetative non-regeneration) capabilities of 
the conceptual nmthematical marsh model to evaluate the impacts of 
either naturally-occurring or anticipated man-made changes in 

persistent ambient wetland water levels.
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Les liens entre les facteurs chimigues, bio1ogiques.et physiques 
qui déterminent l'état et l'évolution de l'environnement des terres 
humides littorales_comme les marais et les marécages dépendent de 
toute évidence des variations du niveau de l'eau tant 5 court terme 
(saisonniéres) qu'§ long terme (plus -longues que saisonniéres). 
Dans le présent rapport, on tente de trouver la relation entre des 
changements prolongés du niveau de l'eau et la superficie des marais 
littoraux. Le modéle examiné se fonde simplement sur les variables 
géométriques définissant la morphologie du marais et de son bassin 
de confinement. Deux hypotheses générales, qui sont le contraire 
l'une de l'autre, sont prises en consideration. Pour l'une et l'autre, 
on suppose implicitement que la région de marais contient un couvert 
végétal phréatophytique, et que la nature dynamique des liens plantes/ 
atmosphere/sol de soutien, bien qu'elle ne soit pas prise en 
consideration, intervient néanmoins de maniére 3 préserver plut6t 
qu'§ détruire le marais. La premiere hypothése suppose que les 
extrémités extérieures (c6té mer) et intérieures (coté rivage) 
de la zone de terres humides sont toutes capables de supporter et 
de transformer une végétation de marais ou de marécages le cas 
échéant, et que si on laisse suffisamment de temps s'écouler pour 
la régénération, un équilibre dynamique s'établira entre les conditions 
de marais et de'marécages. Selon la deuxieme hypothése, aucun 
équilibre de la végétation ne peut étre atteint aux extrémités 
c6té rivage de la zone de terres humides.



Aprés avoir réparti les principales configurations de marais 
littoraux entre des categories géométriques générales (linéaire, 
concave/convexe et elliptique), on développe des expressions mathématiques 
qui expriment le lien entre des changements des niveaux d'eau persistants 
et la disparition ou la réapparition de marais en fonction des pentes 
“des extrémités c6té mer et c6té rivage des terres humides, du changement 
du niveau d'eau, de la superficie initiale des marais et de la profondeur 
maximale des marais au-dela de laquelle la végétation émergente devient 
globalement indiscernable. . '

~ 

La communication contient également un programme informatique ‘ 

"convivial" écrit en BASIC IBM PC. Grace a ce programme, les chercheurs 
intéressés 5 des régions de marais particuliéres pourront utiliser 
ies capacités de prédiction du modele mathématique conceptuel des 
marais (pour les hypotheses tant de régénération totale que de 
no"-rfigéhération totale de la végétation), afin d'évaluer les impacts 
des variations d'origine naturelle ou humaine des niveaux d'eau 
persistants des terres humides.
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MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE 

Coastal wetlands are vibrant, valuable, and vulnerable ecosystems 

that support a delicately balanced vegetation/fishstock/waterfowl 

population. Since this delicate population balance necessitates the
O 

coastal wetlands to act as simultaneous locales of spawning, nursing, 

and feeding, water levels play an integral role in the status and 

continual evolution of these wetlands. Equally important to the 

overall problems of water availability are the level fluctuations 

characterizing this available water. Marshlands require seasonal or 

short-term water level fluctuations to maintain the continuum of 

life-cycle activities so essential to their evolution. Nutrients must 

be imported and waste materials must be flushed away. 

Fluctuations of time scales significantly different from seasonal 

can serve to compound these seasonal effects, and thereby induce 

effects which may or may not be desirable. Coastal stonms, for 

example, can produce devastating consequences. Long—term 

(substantially greater than seasonal) water level fluctuations may 
produce shifts in indigenous plant communities, corresponding shifts 

in wetland classifications and areal extents, and the possibility of 

dramatic impacts on the fish and wildlife populations. iThe 

relationships between water level fluctuations and the areal extent of 
coastal marshlands are, therefore, clearly important to any assessment 
which attempts to understand and/or predict the impact of a natural or 
man-made adjustment to the ambient water levels. These water level



adjustments may be a consequence of climate, land use management, or 

regulation and/or diversion of river and lake waters. A means of 

predicting the impact of such water level fluctuations on existing 

marshland area can provide a valuable input to the sensible management 

of aquatic resources. 

This communication presents a simplistic, conceptual model for 

predicting the change in areal extent of marshlands with change in 

persistent water level in tenns of the morphology of the marshes and 

their confining basins. In particular, such nmrshland changes are 

described in terms of the change in water level, the onshore and 

offshore slopes, the marsh area at zero water level datum, the maximum 

water depth which allows a marsh to be delineated in synoptic 

overview, and the basic geometric configuration of the shoreline 

accommodating the coastal marshland. The model is intended to provide 

a predictive capability for the impact of‘ persistent water level 

changes" when used in conjunction with aerial photography and/or 

satellite delineations of coastal marsh areas.
_ 

Two general conditions are considered within the current model. 

The first condition assumes that, despite the fact that the 

soil/water/air chemical and biological processes are, in essence, 

ignored, these processes are acting in such a manner as to attempt 
complete restoration of the marshland under increased water levels. 

This implies that onshore reaches hitherto not inundated with 
well-defined persistent standing water will, subsequent to an 

appropriate response time, establish a vegetative equilibrium between 
onshore and marshland growthi canopies, i.e. the metamorphic



transformations of one wetland classification into another wetland 

classification is allowed to proceed in a natural, _uninterrupted 

manner designed to maximize the restorative capabilities of impacted 

wetlands. The second, contradictory condition assumes that no such 

delayed regeneration is possible, i.e. no vegetative equilibrium may 

be established,_ and the restorative capabilities of metamorphic 

transformation are completely curtailed. It is reasonable to consider 

that reality is to be found somewhere between these two extremes.



PERSPECTIVE-GESTION 

Les terres humides cotiéres sont des écosystémes vibrants, utiles 
et vulnérables qui supportent une végétation et des populations de 
poissons et d'oiseaux en équilibre fragile. Comme la préservation 
de cet équilibre exige que les terres humides cotiéres offrent 5 la 
fois des sites de reproduction, d'élevage et dfalimentation, les 
niveaux d'eau influent considérablement sur l'état et l'évolution 
continuelle des marais et des marécages, Les problémes globaux de 
la disponibilité d'eau se doublent d'un probléme tout aussi important, 
celui des fluctuations du niveau de l'eau disponible. Les marais t 

ont besoin de fluctuations saisonniéres ou 5 court terme des 
niveaux d'eau pour que puissent continuer de s'y dérouler les diverses 
étapes cu cycle de vie essentielles 5 leur évolution. I1 doit y 
avoir un apport de matiéres nutritives et un rejet des matiéres usées. 

Les fluctuations se produisant 5 des échelles sensiblement 
différentes de la périodicité saisonniére peuvent intensifier les 
effets saisonniers et entrainer des conséquences qui peuvent étre 
souhaitables ou non. Les tempétes cotiéres, par exemple, peuvent 
avoir des effets dévastateurs. Les fluctuations des niveaux d'eau 
3 plus long terme (d'une périodicité sensiblement plus 
grande que les variations saisonniéres) peuvent entrainer 
des modifications de la végétation indigéne, produire 
un changement de la classification des terres humides et de leurs 
étendues, et avoir des effets trés graves sur les populations de 
poissons et d'animaux. La relation entre les fluctuations des



niveaux d'eau et la superficie des marais c6tiers est donc un 
élément crucial de toute etude visant a comprendre ou H prédire 
l'impact d'une modification d'origine naturelle ou humaine des niveaux 
d'eau ambiants. Ces variations des niveaux d'eau peuvent étre une ' 

consequence du climat, de 1'utilisation des terres ou encore de 
la régularisation ou du détournement des eaux de riviéres et de lacs. 

Si l'on peut disposer d'un moyen de prévoir l'impact de telles 
fluctuations des niveaux d'eau sur les terres de marais existantes, 
on disposera d'une ressource utile pour la gestion efficace des 
ressources aquatiques. ‘ 

La présente communication décrit un modéle théorique simple 
de prévision de la variation de la superficie des terres de marais 
en fonction de la variation du niveau d'eau persistant, sous l'ang1e 
de la morphologie des marais et de leurs bassins de confinement. 
Plus précisément, les modifications des marais sont décrites en 
fonction des variations du niveau d'eau, des pentes des cfités 
intérieur (rivage) et extérieur (mer), de la superficie des marais au niveau 
d'eau zéro, de la profondeur d'eau maximale qui permet de délimiter 
un marais dans une observation générale, et de la configuration 
gécmétriquc de base du rivage bordant les marais c6tiers. Par 
ce mdéle, on veut se doter d'un moyen de prévoir l'impact de 
Wfl5BtflXB des niveaux d'eau persistants, qui pourra étre utilisé de 
pair avec les photographies aériennes ou les délimitations par 
satellite des régions de marais c6tiers.‘
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Deux conditions générales sont prises en consideration dans 
,.e modéle actuel. La premiere suppose que les processus chimiques - 

et biologiques sol/eau/air, bien qu'ils ne soient essentiellement pas 
pris en consideration, agissent de maniére 3 produire une restauration 
complete du marais lorsque,l'eau a monté. Cela signifie que les ' 

extrémités du Caté 1‘i"a8eju5q\18"l§ r10n inonfiées par de 1'eau stationnaire 

persistante bien définie établiront, par suite d'un temps de réponse 
approprié, un équilibre entre les couverts de végét-ation des 

marécages et: des marais; autrement dit, les transfiormations 

métaphormiques amenant une modification de la classification 

d'une terre humide peuvent se dérouler 

ininterrompue, apte 5. maximiser les capacités de restauration 

des terres humides touchées. La deuxiéme condition, contraire 

‘E la premiere, suppose qu‘aucune telle régénération retardée 
n'est possible, ¢.=-.a~_a. qu'aucun équil-ibre de la végétation ne '7 

peut s'étab1ir et que les capacités de restauration de la 

transformation métamorphique sont complétement inhibées. ‘I.l
Y 

est raisonnable de penser que la réalité se trouve quelque part 

entre ces deux extrémes. t
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A MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EFFECTS OF PROLONGEO HATER LEVEL FLUCTUATIONS 

ON THE AREAL EXTENTS OF MARSHLANDS

O 

INTRODUCTION ' 

Freshwater wetlands are a dynamically complex natural resource, the 

complexities of which have contributed to a scenario which allows for the 

co-existence of many distinguishable wetland classification types. These 

include swamps, meadows, marshes, bogs and fens of glacial, prairie, or lake 

origin. Further, depending upon both the abilities of such wetlands to respond 
and adapt to changing environmental conditions, and the willingness of the 

environmental parameters to allow such response and adaptation, these wetlands 
themselves may display metamorphic transformations from one wetland 
classification into another. 

Irrespective, however, of the marked variations in wetland type, origin, 
and past history, detailed analyses of wetland behaviour require careful 

considerations of ithe inter-related dependencies existing among the iflora, 

fauna, sustaining aquatic and soil regimes, and climatic conditions pertinent to 
the wetland area under scrutiny. This is particularly true when the impacts of 
both transient and prolonged fluctuations in environmental parameters (such as 
water levels, climate, contaminants, terrain dynamics, etc.) on wetland 
definition and vigor of both its resident biota and vegetative canopies are 
sought.

g 

The predominant wetlands comprising the Great Lakes basin are both 
lacustrine and riverine shoreline marshes, meadows and swamps, the general
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distinctions between such wetlands usually being ‘considered to include such 

features as (a) marshes contain persistent standing water throughout their 

region of definition, while meadows and swamps‘ are characterized by 

water-saturated sediments with usually little or no standing water, (b) marshes 

are generally recognizable by emergent bottom-anchored vegetation of the 

bulrush, reed, and cattail variety, while meadow and swamp vegetation types 
include grasses, shrubs, thickets and trees, and-(c) meadows and swamps are 

normally located upland from the shoreline marshes. This communication will 

restrict itself to a consideration of such Great Lakes basin shoreline marshes, 
and, in particular, will attempt to assess, in a general manner, the impact of 
basin-wide fluctuations in water level upon the areal extent of such lacustrine 
and/or riverine marshlands. The basin-wide water level fluctuations considered 
herein are further restricted to those changes in water level which persist over 
a longer time period than the cyclical annual variation associated with the 
region under consideration. 

The importance of the inter-relationships amongst biota, vegetation, 
aquatic and climatic parameters in governing the behaviour (both destructive and 
regenerative) of marshlands is rapidly becoming more generally appreciated, and 
while the inter-relationships themselves are far from the desired state of 
robust mathematical expression and vindication, they are, nonetheless, becoming 
much more intuitively understandable. This is clearly evident in the evolution 
of much of the scientific literature. Detailed discussions of wetlands 
classifications,_ the interdependence of internal and external wetland 
parameters, and the impact of water level fluctuations on wetland dynamics have 
been excellently presented from a wide variety of sources and scientific 
perspectives (see, for example, Chapman and Putnmn, 1966; Greeson, Clark and
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Clark, 1979; Gosselink and Turner, 1978; Geis and Kee, 1977; Geis, 1979; Lands 

Directorate, 1981, 1983; Simpson gt a1., 1983; Jaworski gt a1., 1979; Lyon, 

1981; Burton, 1985; Hhillans, 1982; amongst others). While the directives, 

theories, and inferences drawn from such literature may display real and/or 

perceived variances, the activities, methodologies, and analyses presented in 

such studies are clearly required to advance the multi-disciplinary scientific 
thought so vital to a proper assessment of wetland dynamics. 

It is singularly apparent that water level fluctuations are of integral 

importance to wetland adevelopment and status. Seasonal or short-term 

fluctuations provide a natural opportunity for the uninterrupted continuance 
Of the growth- and life-cycles Of the fish and wildlife inhabiting regions 

such as the Great Lakes basin. Shallow water environments such as marshes are 
essential to the preservation of fish stocks since marshes provide appropriate 
spawning, nursing, and feeding locales. Consequently, marshlands require 
short-term water’ level fluctuations to enhance and protect their

0 

productivity. Periodic short-tenn floodings are required to simultaneously 
provide nutrient inputs and flush away waste materials, thereby allowing the 

marsh to rigorously maintain the spectrum of vegetative communities essential 

to the health and vigor of its wildlife and fish populations. 

Extended periods of high or low water levels can compound these 
short-tenn effects of fluctuating water levels, and thereby induce effects 
which may or nay not be desirable. Long-tenn lake level fluctuations may 
produce shifts in indigenous plant communities (Harris and Marshall, 1963; van 

der Valk and Davis, 1978; Keddy and Reznicek, 1982, 1985; Pederson and van der 
Valk, 1984; Hutchinson, 1975; amongst others). Low water conditions generally
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result in an associated displacement of emergent vegetation by sedge/meadow 
plants and shrubs coupled with an obvious reduction in open water and aquatic 
conmunities. High water conditions generally result in increased open water 
communities at the expense of sedge/meadow conmunities. Dramatic impacts on 
fish and wildlife.may clearly ensue (Jaworski and Raphael, l978). 

Consequently, an understanding of the impact of both natural (i.e. 

climatic) and artificially created (e.g. flood diversion, fabricated drainage 
systems, etc -) long-term water level fluctuations on the wetlands which 
prominently occupy basins of the magnitude and importance of the Great Lakes 
basin plays a significant role in the sensible management and regulation of 
natural water bodies (see International Great Lakes Levels Board, l973; Great 
Lakes Basin Gomission, 1975; International Joint Commission, l976; l978; 
International Great Lakes Diversion and Consumptive Uses Study Board, l98l). 

It is therefore clear that persistent fluctuations in water levels may 
influence the areal extent of coastal 

' 

marshlands. One potentially 
advantageous method of investigating the relationship between water levels and 
marshland areal extent involves the use of aerial photography or satellite 
imagery (Carter 1978; Klemas et al , l978; Hardisky and Klemas l983; Sasser 

gt gl., 1986; Lyon, l979; Lyon and Drobney, l984; Bukata gt gls, l978; Butera, 
l985; Civco gt_gl., l986; Gross and Klemas, l985; Ridd gt g1., l98l; Shima gt 
g1., l976). Such a method basically requires that firstly, remotely 
sensed images at known water levels be utilized to delineate the areal extents 
of the marshlands in question, and secondly, that" some workable model "be 
developed which could allow for the predictions of impact on marshland area of 
an anticipated or planned persistent change in water level.
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A means of obtaining such a predictive model which readily suggests itself 
is the simple point-by-point regression of water levels and their corresponding 
marshland areas. Such a method, however, (as properly pointed out by Reznicek 
and Keddy, 1984) takes into account neither the interdependence of the myriad of 
parameters influencing the marshland's character and composition nor _the 
temporal and spatial variabilities that so obstinately complicate those 
parametric interdependencies. In fact, it has long been the bane of the remote 
sensing community (Bukata gt gl., 1982) that.a casual interchange of the roles 
of dependent and independent variables in the cause/effect relationships of 
environmental phenomena must be avoided in all research areas which rely upon 
regression analyses. The impact of lake water fluctuations on shoreline marshes 
is a convoluted consequence of the nature of the vegetative canopies comprising 
the marshes, the ability of this vegetation to respond to changing aquatic 
environments, the nutrient characteristics of the sustaining soils, the general 
climatic conditions indigenous to the area, the bathymetry of the standing water 
region of the marsh, and the topography of the surrounding basin. Consequently, 
a single unified predictive marsh model satisfying the physical, chemical, and 
biological aspects of the system is, at best, a highly elusive concept, a 
concept which is rendered even more elusive by the fact that the governing 
parameters, as well as their interdependencies, will undoubtedly vary from marsh 
to marsh. However, this variance from marsh to marsh somewhat paradoxically 
serves as the strongest argument in support of the simple point-by-point 
regression of 'water levels with their corresponding marshland areas. This 
argument presumes _that whereas such ‘regressions could possess a certain
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restricted appropriateness to the region under, consideration, these 

regressions would not be used to attempt an explanation of the behaviour of 

wetlands unrelated to that‘ region. Consequently, within the confines 

resulting from an awareness of the limitations inherent to such regression 

techniques, valuable information and predictive modelling could result from 

such activities. 

Despite the full realigation, however, that the marsh is a highly dynamic 

ecological system variably responsive to a spectrum of environmental changes, 

this communication attempts to relate marshland areas as determined from 

aerial photography (using the presence or absence of identifiable plant 

species as a means of indicating the hydrological characteristics of the 

regions being remotely-sensed) taken during periods of high and low water 

levels to long-term water level fluctuations, utilizing a simplistic 

conceptual mathematical marsh model based solely upon the geometric variables 

defining the morphology of the marsh and its confining basin. Two general and 

mutually contradictory conditions will be considered. Both conditions tacitly 

assume that the marshland in question possesses a phreatophytic. vegetation 

canopy and that the dynamic nature of the plant/sustaining soil relationships, 

while ignored, are, nonetheless, present and acting in a manner which attempts 

to preserve rather than destroy the marsh proper. The first condition, 

however, assumes that both the onshore and offshore reaches of the wetland 

area are capable of sustaining either marshland vegetation (when appropriately 

inundated) or onshore vegetation (when appropriately de-inundated). This 

assumes that, given sufficient regeneration time, a dynamic equilibrium may be 

readily established between marsh and onshore conditions, and that this dynamic
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equilibrium, although lagging, is nevertheless responding to persistent water 
level changes. The second condition tacitly assumes no such dynamic equilibrium 

Ii 

may be readily established. In this situation, only the marsh region.defined 
at ‘zero water level datum is considered capable of sustaining- marshland 
vegetation. The onshore region defined at zero water level datum is considered 
incapable of sustaining marshland vegetation for any one of a number of possible 
reasons such as steepness of shore from the strand-line, absence of suitable 
sustaining soils, large depositions of rocks and gravel, restrictive wave 
activity, etc. 

It is logical t0 regard the first COnditiOn as the Somewhat Utopian 
situation in which the maximum amount of marshland, despite a time delay, will 
re-emerge subsequent to a persistent increase in water level, while the second 
condition represents the situation in which the minimum amount of marshland 
exists subsequent to a persistent increased water level, but a possible maximum 
amount of re-emerged marshland subsequent to a persistent decreased water 
level. It is equally logical to assume that reality is located somewhere 
between these extremes. Knowledge of the terrain in question is an obvious aid 
to a possible preference that should be shown to either of these two conditions 
for a particular marshland.
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GEQMETRIC MARSH MODEL: LINEAR SHQRELJNES - 

Marshes located along lake.and river shorelines, quite naturally assume 
geometrical shapes which are dictated by both the configuration of the 
shoreline and the onshore and offshore slopes. It is this consistent feature 
of marshland formation that forms the basis of the marsh model considered in 

this communication. Three basic geometrical shapes are considered, namely 
linear, concave/convex, and elliptical. While these shapes certainly do not 

completely exhaust the spectrum of possible marsh configurations, they do, 

nonetheless, conform to a large percentage of marshes observed via synoptic 
overviews of the Great Lakes basin. For the purpose of this work, a marsh is 

taken to contain persistent standing water across its vegetation, and would be 

located offshore of meadow/swamp regions which, although water-saturated, 
contain no significant observable persistent standing water. 

Consider the simplified marsh diagram of Figure l. Herein is depicted a 

rectangular marsh along a linear shoreline as seen in plan view. The total 
marsh area is taken to be comprised of a basic marsh area B (offshore portion 
of the marsh, the maximum extent of which is determined by the limit of 
observable emergent vegetation) and a fringe marsh area F (offshore extension 
of the basic marsh to accommodate the non-directly observable submerged 
vegetation). Only the basic marsh area B is considered in this model. 

Figure l also illustrates a vertical cross-section of the basic marsh 
configuration under two distinct water level conditions. The initial 
condition assumes nthat the water level is such that the basic marsh area 
originates at the strand line, and that the strand line separates an aquatic 
regime of offshore slope = and onshore slope B. This latter assumption is
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satisfied only at zero water level datum (International Great Lakes Datum, 
l955). The initial length, bo, of the basic marsh at zero water level datum 
is taken as the offshore distance to the water depth d (corresponding to that 
depth beyond which there is no further emergent vegetation). The dotted water 
level represents the condition subsequent to an increase in depth to a level 

Rn above the .zero water level. The offshore length of the basic marsh 
(again taken to the depth d which is assumed invariant~ to the fluctuating 
water levels) associated with this new water level is taken to be bn. 

If Rng d, it may be readily seen that 

bn = x + y » 

= d'R" + R" 
(1) time ta|'|B 

a"db_."=1-5£(1-til 
(2) bo d tanfi 

If the alongshore extent of the marsh is L, then the respective plan view 
areas of the new and initial marshlands are bnL and b°L, respectively. 
Equation (2) thus expresses the ratio of new basic marsh area (at water level 

Rn above zero water level datum) to initial basic marsh area (at zero water 
level datum) in terms of the offshore and onshore slopes of the marsh region, 
the water depth beyond which there is no observable emergent vegetation and 
the lake level Rn. For the remainder of_ this manuscript the individual 
definitions of bn and be as both linear and areal measurements will be 
considered as_completely interchangeable for linear shoreline marshes. 

Equation (2) suggests: 

a) For a positive Rn (i.e. an increase in water level above the zero 
water level datum), basic marsh area will be reduced if*“ is a smaller angle
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than B (i.e. the slope of the lake bottom is less than the slope of the shore). 
The basic marsh area will be increased if - is a larger angle than B (provided, 
of course, that excessive flooding does not occur‘ which would suffocate 
vegetation). < 

b) For a drop in water level from R1>O to R2>0 with R2<R1 (i.e. a 
decrease in water level but not to a value below the zero water level datum), 
basic marsh area will be increased if -<5 and decreased if =>B. 

c) For -=B (i.e. identical slopes for the offshore and onshore regions 
tor, equivalently, for those water level increases or decreases that occur solely 
within the offshore region of Figure 1), the basic marsh area will remain 
unchanged (i.e. bn/bo = 1). 

d) For large values of Rn (Rn>d), the x term of equation (1) vanishes 
and equation (2) reduces to ' 

bn tan- 
ir=?.m <3> Q. 

which is a constant for a particular marshland geometry. From equation (3) 
bn/bo approaches zero (i.e. total destructive flooding) as tan-/tanB 
approaches zero. This would occur if the marsh were contained within steep 
banks (i.e. B>>-). In reality, of course, total destructive flooding may occur 
at intermediate values of - and B since there is undoubtedly some limiting value 
of B beyond which the lmarshland vegetation cannot be -sustained. Further, 
equations (1), (2), and (3) assume that - and B are constants over the flood 
plain domain. Clearly these slopes are not maintained indefinitely. In fact, 
many basins often display quite marked departures from such constancy.
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The principal assumption of equations (l). (2), and (3), however, is that 
an equilibrium may be established between marsh and non-marsh regions. This 
implies that other parameters are not adversely affected and that the maximum 
amount~ of marshland possible will adapt to the new set of circumstances. 
Logically, marshland may be destroyed more easily than created since 
destruction may be a relatively instantaneous event (flooding, for example) 
while creation requires time to modify and/or establi$h Qrowth cycles. 
Jaworski gt 31. (l979) indicate that field investigations suggest that two or 
three year lags between (water level fluctuations and die-back or 
recolonization are normally encountered. Consequently, for the situation of 
positive Rn (i.e. increased water‘ level above zero water level datum) 
resultant marshland areas may be easily underestimated from aerial

1 

photography. 

Figure 2 illustrates the linear relationship (expressed in equation (2)) 
that exists between bn/bo (the ratio of basic marsh area associated with a 
linear shoreline under a water level condition Rn above datum to the basic 
marsh area that would be observed at zero water level datum) and tand/tanB 
(the ratio of offshore to onshore slopes) for a family of Rn/d values 51.0 
(ratio of water level Rn above zero water level datum to the maximum depth d 
at which emergent vegetation may be synoptically observed). Clearly, the 
ordinate intercept of each linear relationship occurs at 

bll = ‘|-Rf| 
ii; ET“
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and the slope of each linear curve has the value Rn/d. Further, the point 
(l.O,l.0) satisfies each curve, irrespective of the Rn/d value 5 l.0. For 
values of Rn/d>l.O, equation (2) becomes invalid and equation (3) 

bn = tianej 
F0 mi s 

becomes operative. The plot of equation (3)~ is identical to the linear 
relationship expressed by equation (2) for the case of Rn/d = l.0.

/ 

Consequently, the Rn/d = l.0 curve of Figure (2) also applies for all values 
of‘ Rn/d >l.0. This suggests that on the basis of 'the linear marsh model 
discussed herein, scatter plots of bn/bo against tan =/tan B would not 
display data points located to the right of the Rn/d # l.0 line for 
marshland reductions (i.e. for values of tan=1tana< l.O) nor to the left of 
the Rn/d = l.0 line for marshland increases (i.e. for values of tam/tanB 
>l.0). Thus, for the condition of complete dynamical equilibrium being 
established amongst wetlands subsequent to a persistent change in water level 
(thereby resulting in the maximum areal extent of marshland under the new 
aquatic condition), scatter plots of bn/bo are expected to be contained 
within the cones bounded by the Rn/d = 0.0 and Rn/d = l.0 lines. ‘ 

Figure 2 has been generated considering Rn>0 (i.e. for an increase in 
water level to a' value »Rn above the low water datum). The case of Rn<0 
(i.e. for a drop in water level from the low water level datum to a value Rn 
below the low water level datum) may also be readily considered, since, in 
this instance, the value of bn/be will remain at the value l.0 (a 
consequence of the onshore. and offshore slopes becoming the same). This

A 

condition of invariant marshland areal extent assumes that the water level
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. 1 

drop does not completely remove the water from the marsh, in which case the 
marsh could totally disappear, or that the water level drop does not produce 
an extended region of standing water of depth <d, in which case the total0 

basic marsh area could substantially increase. 

Several possible uses of Figure (2) become immediately evident. Clearly, 
if = and efor a marsh region are known, then bn/be (i.e. the areal extent 
impact of persistent water level changes Rn above zero water level datum) 
may be readily predicted for wetlands not inhibited by drastic departures from 
abilities ‘to establish dynamic equilibria. If =, 6 , bn and bo are known 
or can be suitably estimated, Rn/d may be determined. Under some 
conditions, estimates of the slopes of the terrain may be calculated. 
Determinations from synoptic overviews of the areal extents of basic marshland 
under two water level conditions play an integral role in such applications of 
Figure 2. However, Figure 2 has been generated assuming knowledge of‘ bo 
(i.e. the offshore extent of" the basic~ marsh at zero water level). Very 
rarely do historical aerial records contain such data, and equally rarely is 
it convenient to wait for zero water level conditions to collect such data. 
It is considerably more convenient to locate or obtain two synoptic data sets 
over a marshland area under study at two distinct water levels, neither of 
which is at zero water level datum. Consequently, to benefit from Figure 2, 

these two synoptic data sets must be utilized to somehow estimate marsh 
conditions at zero water level. 

Let bo, b], and b2 represent the basic marsh linear extents 
corresponding to water levels R0 (zero water level datum), R], and R2 
(both above zero water level datum), respectively. It may readily be shown
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that the parameters cf (maximum water dept-h at which emergent vegetation may be 
K \ ‘ 

aerially observed) and‘bS (basic marsh linear extent at zero water level) 

are given by: 4 

d = R?_b.)..".R‘]b2 (1-tan ==) 
b-I , b2 tan B 

(4) 

and to = .'>1'*2 - MR1 <5» 
' 

R2 - R] 

It is of interest to note that equation (5) is independent of the 

marshland slopes. Thus, if the appropriate marshland areal extents may be 

determined corresponding to two known water levels above zero water level 

datum, then the expected marshland area corresponding to zero water level 

datum may be readily calculated without precise knowledge of‘ the topography. 

The determination of the maximum basic marsh depth d from such information 

(equation (4)), however, does require precise topographical knowledge. ~ 

It should be further noted that the water levels R1 and R2 are the 

water levels that exist concurrently with the measured marsh areas. Since 

there is a significant lag time involved (Jaworski 51 91. (1979), Keddy and 

Reznic-ek (1986) and others) for the equilibrium to become fully established, 
it is not unreasonable for the appropriate water levels R1 and R2 to be 

taken as those water levels which were present two or three years prior to the 

aerial photography or environmental satellite overpass. The values of bo 
obtained from equation (5) can then be utilized in the applications of 

equations (2) and (3) and Figure 2 to linear marshland conditions under two 

distinct values of Rn>O.
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To this point, the linear marsh model has assumed that the environmental 
inter-relationships dictating wetlands behaviour are such as to optimize the 
adaptability of the marshlands to persistent changes in water levels. In 
particular, this implies that the onshore reaches_of the marshes (defined by 
the angle 5) readily accommodate the vegetative equilibrium required to 
maintain marshland definition. Very often, however, the observation is made 
of the apparent elimination under high water conditions of a large percentage 
of marshland which had existed under low water conditions, even when 
sufficient time has elapsed for equilibrium establishment. Such a condition 
of minimal regeneration of marshland could arise from a variety of sources, 
but two very common reasons are that the marsh is characterized by onshore 
slope B>> offshore slope = or the onshore reaches of the marsh are not 
conducive to vegetative growth and/or transformation. 

Consider such a marsh in which 0<Rn<d and, for whatever reason, no new 
marsh is created on the hitherto onshore region. This is equivalent to the 
situation in which distance y of Figure l is taken to be zero (due to the 
absence of vegetative growth or due to such conditions as the presence of a 
bedrock or very steep shoreline), whereas distance x retains its original 
marshland definition (due to the presence of vegetative growth). For this 
situation bn is given by (d-Rn)/tan = and bo is again given by d/tan“ . 

Therefore, equation (2) becomes "

, 

P2 =1-,1‘: 
<6) bo d 

In this case, it may readily be shown that if two water level conditions 
R1 and R2 are considered, both of which are above the zero water level 
datum, and correspond to the marshland linear extents bl and b2,
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respectively, the value of be (linear extentr of 'marshland corresponding to 
zero water level datum) may once again be calculated from equation (5). viz. 

b]R2 - bgR] 
bo =

_ R2 — R1 

The value ofi d (maximum water depth at which emergent vegetation may be 
detected), however, may be determined from ' 

bg
. R2 - R1 E Rzbi - Ribz 

d = ___;_T;____. or ____________ (7) 
1 - _£ bl ' b2 

bl 

Hence, for the case of total non—regeneration of marshland subsequent to 
an increase in water level, equations (5) and (7) indicate that both the 
parameters be and d may be estimated from two sets of remotely-sensed data 
without precise knowledge of the terrain slopes. 

_ 

Equation (6) indicates that bn approaches zero as Rn approaches d. 
Hence for .Rfi>d, all marshland area will disappear. This is indicated’ in 
Figure 3 which illustrates the linear relationship existing between bn/bo 
and Rn/d for values of Rfi;0. Such a relationship is totally independent 
of tane /tan s and decreases linearly from bn = be at Rn=0 to bn = 0 at 
Rngd. Values of Rn<O are not considered in Figure 3 since equation (6) 
has been based on the premise that the reason a vegetative equilibrium fails 
to be established is the inability of the onshore (at zero water level datum) 
slope to adapt to marsh vegetation growth. No such inability characterizes 
the offshore (at zero water level datum) slope. Consequently, since only the 
original offshore slope is involved in the consideration of negative values of 
Rn, equation (6) does not' apply and the value bn/bo remains constant at 
l.0.
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Figures 2 and 3 therefore represent the impact of persistent water level 
changes on linear marshlands characterized by offshore slopes = and onshore 
slopes B for two extremes of onshore vegetative regeneration capability. 
Figure 2 represents the maximum areal extent of a linear shoreline that can 
re-emerge subsequent to a persistent water level change, while Figure 3 
represents the minimum such areal extent that could emerge.
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GEOMETRIC MARSH MODEL: CQNVEX AND CONCAVE SHORELINES 
Figure 4 illustrates the situation for marshes located along convex or 

concave shorelines. A convex shoreline may be typified by some islands and 
headlands, while a concave shoreline may be typified by some bays and bights. 
An angular sector of a convex marshland is sketched in Figure 4(a), the centre 
of curvature of the sector being considered to lie inland. E0 and So are 
taken to be the physical distances from the centre of curvature to the 
offshore extent of the convex marsh, and from the centre of curvature to the 
convex shoreline, respectively, for the initial water level condition (viz. 
zero water level datum). Similarly, En and Sn represent these physical 
distances corresponding to a water level Rn above zero water level datum. 
If A0 and An represent the basic marsh ‘areas corresponding to these two 
distinct water level conditions, then

. 

l95§'l95h 4 

An = 2 2 

Q , %°E5-%9$5 

= En * 5n 
_ 

En ' Sn 
(3) :0.»

g 

/"3 O 
‘\_-ml 'FT'“‘

O U7O V 
En ' Sn bn . . However, _______ = __ , 1.e. the equivalent of the basic marsh areal E0 " So bo

D 

ratios for a linear shoreline. 

__ = '.______; ' __ ~ 

(9) 

Therefore, 

' A0. ' Eo'* 50 ho 

where bn/bo is as given by equation (2) for the case of Rngd and by ‘ equation (3) for the case of Rn>d.
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Equation (9) thus relates the areal impact on a convex marshland of a 
long-term increase in water level in terms of the geometric parameters of the 
marsh, the onshore and offishore slopes, the water level Rn and the water 
depth d. dlt is stressed that equation (9) represents the condition of maximum 
regenerated vegetation, i.e. a condition in which the establishment of 
vegetative equilibrium is totally favoured, i.e. onshore, slope B defines a 
regime of sufficient fertility to accommodate, subsequent to a lag time, a 
full marshland vegetative canopy. 

An angular sector of a concave marsh area is sketched in Figure 4(b), the 
centre of curvature of the sector, in this case, however, being considered to 
lie offshore. It may be readily shown that for concave shorelines, the ratio 
of areal extent of associated marshlands for these two water level conditions 
(initially at zero water level datum and finally at Rn above zero water 
level datum) may once again be expressed by equation (9), the governing 
equation for convex shorelines. The only qualifier on the use of this single 
equation for convex and concave shorelines arises from the fact that for 
convex shorelines En<E° and Sn<S°, while for concave shorelines 
En>Eo and Sn>So. Consequently, the ratio An/A0 for convex 
shorelines will be less than the corresponding ratio for linear shorelines, 
while the ratio An/A0 for concave shorelines will be greater than the 
corresponding ratio for linear shorelines.

v 

Thus, for a given rise in water level, and assuming that other factors 
are comparable, marshes characterized by offshore slopes = less than the 
onshore slope B and located around convex shorelines should lose ta greater 
area than would their linear counterparts. That is, marshes located around 
headlands and islands are most vulnerable to destructive flooding.
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If equation (9) is reiwritten as 

bn to + so An r = 211- ° T <1°> '0 fl ll 0 

then Figure 2 may be considered applicable to both convex and concave shoreline 
marshes as well as linear shoreline marshes since equation (10) represents the 
linear equivalent of convex/concave marshes subject to increased water levels. 
For a decrease in water level (i.e from zero water level datum to a water level 
-Rn below this datum), it 15 clear that the OffSh0re retreat Of the sectors 
considered in Figure 4 would result tin an increased marsh area for convex 
shorelines and a decreased marsh area for concave shorelines. This is a 
consequence of the fact that the location of En and Sn are interchanged with 
the locations of E0 and SO. That is, for .convex shorelines En>Eo and 
Sn>S°, while for concave shorelines En<E° and Sn<S°. Consequently, 
the ratio An/An for convex shorelines will be greater than the corresponding 
ratio for linear shorelines, while the ratio An/A0 for concave shorelines 
will be less than the corresponding ratio for linear shorelines. Since the 
linear shoreline ratio bn/bo is equal to 1 (see equation (2) with ==B), then 
the An/A°>1 for convex shoreline marshes is indicative of an increased marsh 
area subsequent to a drop in water level, while the An/AO<1 for concave 
shoreline marshes is indicative of a decreased marsh area subsequent to a drop 
in water level. In fact, the minimum decreased marsh area for concave shoreline 
marshes suggested by Figure 4 occurs when En retreats to the centre of 
curvature, i.e. ~En=0._ This corresponds to a sectorial area An=6S;/2 
implying the complete domination of the standing water portion of the bay by 
emergent marsh vegetation. For a semi-circular bay, the marsh area An would 
be n5;/2 or, equivalently, nb;/2 or nb;/2.
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while it is clear that reduced water levels (along offshore slopes z) 
will result in a decreased marsh area for a concave shoreline and increased 
marsh area for a convex shoreline, and equally clear that an increased water 
level (along onshore slope B ) will result ii: a decreased nmrsh area for a 

convex shoreline -(provided, of course, that vegetative. equilibrium may be 

established), it is not as inmediately evident what impact such an increased 
water level would have on a marsh area around a concave shoreline. 

From equation (9) it may be readily seen that since ‘ 

for a concave marsh subject to an increase in water level Rn where 0<Rn<d, 
the ratio An/A0 for this marsh is greater than the ratio bn/bo for its 

linear marsh equivalent. However, since‘ bn<bo, the value of An/A0 
cannot be inmediately determined as being >l or <1. » 

Consider the concave shoreline marsh "(Fig. 4(b)) in terms of the 
onshore/offshore and subsurface parameters of Figure l. It is seen that

_ 

E0 = so-_E'_ ‘

' 

" tanccl 

d - Rn 
-i-.-i 
tan a 

En = so ‘

R and Sn = So+_l 
tan B" 

from which 

(t 
tan = 

E0 + SQ + 
250 '_ fine: tan v_
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Substituting equation (ll) into equation (9) yields: 

fig 25° — Md’ tan “ tan B 
tan =

. 

x 1 - E2 + 52. f§§Qi (12) d d tan B 

Clearly, the relative magnitudes of =, 6, and So (the radius of the concave 
shoreline at zero water level datum) will play integral roles in whether 
An/A0 is .greater or less than l. 

“Consider the first derivative of equation (l2) with respect to Rn. A 
positive value of ./ 

d An 
dTn (F5) 

would indicate an increase in concave marsh areal extent with a rise in water 
level, while a negative value of 

' 

d An 
d—R.:(t) 

would be indicative of a decrease in concave marsh areal extent with a rise in 
water level. 

‘A 
" 

(K7) ._______e = first term _E_ (second term) dRn an" 

+ second term _!_ (first term) dRn

b E + S d " =,...(,6)) 
so + so "Gig" 

En * Sn l d<--> + Pn E0 * 50 ' 

be an"



Q is positive (for == <5), and the term 

( > t 
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= En + Sn _ l + l tan = 

+ l 

cl 

5,, + sn 
"E0 + so 

is positive, the term 

_ .L + .1 £222; Ad d tans 
is negative (for ¢<5_ 

_- I QB" + n.|§7 

('9' 

DI. 
,|_ R

+ 

E0 + So?) 
3' 3' tan 5 

Rn Rn tane " 

- ___ + ___ _____ X 
d d tan B 

( 
l + l . o l _'1=_)'_"" 

~an¢ tang ZSQ - €§%: 
For a concave marsh the term 

), the term 
tan = We 

tan B 
' 

o 
' -—-=- 

an<= 

is positive. Consequently d (An is given as 
A0 an" 

d A 
:;- ékfli) 

= (positive term X negative term) 
n 0

+ 

Clearly, therefore 

<1 An 

(K), 
may be either positive or negative, depending upon the relative magnitudes of 
these two terms. Thus, for an increase in persistent water level (R >0) 

(positive term X positive term) 

negative term + positive term
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and -<6, a concave marsh may lose or gain areal extent in a totally regenerative 
vegetation system. Further, this gain or loss is dependent upon the geometric 
characteristics of the marshland in question, viz. the parameters So, Rn, d, 
-, and B (see equation (12)). 

’ To illustrate this dependency of the impact of increased water levels on 
the areal extent of concave marshlands, equations (11) and (12) were used to 
determine An/A0 for a wide variety of combinations of So, -, and B for 
fixed values of Rn and d. Figure 5 illustrates the family of curves 
representing the concave marsh factor ' 

En + Sn 
E0 + So 

(from equation (11)) for a fixed increased water level Rn=1.0 m, a fixed 
emergent vegetation limit d = 1.25 Ifl, and a 'fixed onshore slope B=1°. The 
offshore slope - is allowed to vary between 0.1° and 10° and the zero-water 
concave marsh radius So is allowed to vary between 30 metres and 500 metres, 
The minimum theoretically allowable value of = for each marsh is clearly given 

from equation (11) as - > tan" (5§g). However, in practical terms the minimum
o 

d allowable in the model occurs for a = tan" (%—) since the location of d will
o 

then be at the centre of curvature. It is readily seen from Figure (5) that: 
a) The geometric factor for concave marshlands subjected to an increase in 

persistent water level change is greater than unity, indicating that, provided 
regenerative vegetation equilibrium may be established, the ratio of resulting 
concave marshland to‘ zero water level concave marshland (An/A0) will be 
greater than the equivalent ratio (bn/bo) for _a linear shoreline marsh. 
However, since bn/bo < 1.0 for a persistent water level rise, the positive
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values of the concave marsh factor indicated by the family of curves in Figure 5 
cannot guarantee consistent values of An/A0 greater than unity. 

b) The smaller the zero water level concave marshland SO, the larger the 
geometric factor and therefore the greater the An/A0 ratio compared to its 
corresponding bn/bo ratio, i.e. the smaller the concave marsh, the less 
severe will be the impact of a positive persistent water level rise. 

c) The smaller the marsh parameter So, the larger the required offshore 
slope - to apply this current model. 

d) While the range of S0 considered in Figure 5 appropriately considers 
the bulk of marshlands encountered in the Great Lakes basin, it is readily seen 
from both Figure 5 and equation (11) that the limit of the concave marsh factor 

En + Sn 
E + S O O 

as SD becomes large is 1. Thus, Figure 5 readily indicates that the larger 
the concave marsh (i.e. the larger the So) the more nearly it approximates the 
behaviour of a linear marsh, and the smaller will have to be the offshore slope 
= to emphasize a departure from linear behaviour. ' 

Figure 6 illustrates the dependency of the concave marsh factor 

Eqy+ Sn 
E0 + So 

on offshore slope - for a fixed value of B=1°, a fixed inundated concave marsh 
radius So = 250 metres, and a variety of Rn values ranging between 0.1 and 
1.25 metres, the latter value being equivalent to the maximum water depth d at 
which emergent vegetation may be synoptically observed. From Figure 6, it is 
clear that the maximum departure from equivalent linear marshland behaviour is 
experienced at large values of Rn and minimal values of -. The minimal value
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. . _ d of = (as seen from equation ¥11)) is once again given by - = tan ‘ 
(55%) and is,

o 

of course, independent of Rn.
I 

Figure 7 illustrates the dependency of the concave marsh factor 

Eng+ an 
E0 + So . 

on - for a fixed Rn=1 metre, a fixed So=250 metres, and a variety of onshore 
slope angle values varying between 1° and 90°. Figure 7 shows that the lower 
the value of d and/or B, the greater the departure of a concave marsh from 
linear behaviour. The situation for a small marsh (S°=50 metres) is shown in 
Figure 8. The effect of B is clearly more pronounced for a small marsh than for 
a larger marsh. However, a much larger value of offshore slope - is also 
required. 

The situation for B=90° is of importance to this discussion since, in 

essence, this is equivalent to the situation in which distance y of Figure 1 is 

taken to be zero (i.e. no new marshland being created due either to a very steep 
shoreline or ithe inability of the onshore reaches to sustain marshland 
vegetation due to rocks, gravel, soil infertility, etc.). Consequently, B=90° 
represents the situation in which no vegetation equilibrium can be established. 
As such, B=90° defines the condition for which there is theoretically zero (or 
realistically minimal) onshore marsh regeneration subject to a persistent 
increase in water level. Further, as seen from Figures 7 and 8, maximum impacts 
on ' 

En +'Sn 
E0 + So 

‘I’ occur up to B~5°. Beyond this value of B the impact of B becomes dramatically 
reduced.
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Figure 9 illustrates the role of original concave marsh radius Sn on the 
factor 

En + Sn 
E0 + So 

for Rn=1.0 metre and absence of a vegetation equilibrium (i.e. equivalent of 
B=90°) and a range of Sn values. Figure 10 considers the corresponding family 
of curves for Rn=d=1.25 metres. It is seen that for B=90°, the concave marsh 
factor is represented by a curve which decreases with increasing = from a value 
which is independent of marsh size Sn to a limit of 1 (i.e. for large -, 

An/An = bn/bn). Clearly, from equation (11), the conditions for B=90° 
and Rn=d and any value of Sn results in a maximum factor value of 2.0. 

Figure 11, in an analogous manner to Figure 6, illustrates the dependency 
of the concave marsh factor 

- En + Sn 
E0 + So 

on the offshore slope = for a fixed inundated concave marsh radius Sn=250 m 
and a fixed value of" B=90° (representing the extreme case of no marshland 
vegetative regeneration) and a variety of Rn values. Once again, the minimum 
value of = is independent of Rn and maximmn departure from linear shoreline 
marshland behaviour is exhibited at larger values of Rn. The departure from 
linear shoreline behaviour is, however, considerably reduced from the 
corresponding departures for small values of onshore slopes B. 

Figures 5 to 11 have considered the concave marsh factor 

En + Sn
1 

E0 + Sb
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as the ordinate. To convert this ordinate to the ratio An/A0, this marsh 

factor must be multiplied by the concave marsh's associated linear shoreline 

marsh counterpart bn/bo, as obtained frmn equation (12). Taking this linear 

shoreline 'counterpart ratio bn/bo into account, Figure 12 illustrates the 

dependency of An/A0 upon offshore slope - for a concave marsh subjected to a 

persistent water level increase Rn=1 m above zero water level datum and a 

fixed onshore slope B=1° for a variety of So (radius of curvature of concave 

marshland at zero water level datum). Figure 12 may immediately be considered 
in conjunction with Figure 5. While the multiplicative factors of Figure 5 are 

always greater than unity for all So and = values, the values of An/A0 may 
be greater or less than unity and are dependent upon both zero level marsh size 
SO and offshore slope -. Clearly, the case of a linear marsh (represented in 

Figure 12 as the curve for a concave marsh of infinite radius, So) indicates, 
as expected, a reduced marsh area resulting from increased water levels for 
basins characterized by -<8 and increased marsh area for non-excessively flooded 
basins characterized by ->5. 

From equation (12) it is seen that ‘bn/bo is a function of Rn, d, = 

and B, but, understandably, independent of SO. Figure 13 illustrates the 

family of curves defining the linear lnarsh ratio bn/bo as a »function of - 

for a fixed B21’ and a variety of Rn values 0§Rn5d. A very apparent hinge 
point, through which every curve passes, is seen at the location bn/b°=1 and 
"=5. F0!‘ VGYUES Of “<8, FECIUCEG linear lTI3|“Sh HFEGS l’€SU1t fl"O|‘Tl ll'lCI‘E8S8d \rlB_tE|" 

levels, while at_values of ->8, increased linear marsh areas ensue. when Figure 
13 is multiplied _by Figure 6 for a fixed value S°=250 metres, Figure 14 

results._ The hinge point in Figure 14 clearly occurs at an offshore slope #<B. 
Both Figure 13 for linear shoreline marshes and Figure 14 for concave shoreline
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marshes indicate that as Rn increases to a maximum value of d, so also does 
the impact on marshland areal extent. This increased impact with Rn occurs on 
both sides of the hinge point, i.e. for = values small enough to be associated 
with a reduction in marsh area and for - values large enough to be associated 
with an increase in marsh area. Much larger impacts, however, are associated 
with reductions of linear marsh area than with reductions of concave marsh 
area. For larger values of = (corresponding to increases in marsh area), the 
impact of increasing Rn is comparable (at fixed B values) for both linear and 
concave marshes. The effect of varying B values on the areal extent of concave 
marshlands subject to persistent water level increases is shown in Figure 15. 
Fixed values of S°=250 m and Rn=1.0 m are taken, and a family of curves 
depicting An/A0 as a function of - are shown for 1°5B§90°. As expected, it 
is seen that for the range of - values 0.1°5-510°, only values of B<10° result 
in situations which may be accompanied by increased marshland areal extent. It 
is also evident that the value of ~.beyond which the concave marsh areal extent ' A 
increases (i.e. in > 1) occurs at some value =<B. This may be compared to theo 
the corresponding condition for linear shoreline marshes (Figure 16) in which 
this transition from a reduction in areal extent to an increase in areal extent 
occurs at ==B. 

Figures 12 to 16 have assumed the ideal condition of ready establishment of 
vegetative equilibrium. The condition for which no such equilibrium may be 
established is represented by B=90°. Figure 17 illustrates An/AQ for a 
concave shoreline marsh in which B=90° and Rn=1.0 m for a variety of So 
values. For So»-.the linear marsh curve becomes a horizontal line independent 
of‘- and equal to the limit of An/A0 for a concave marsh of any So value 
as -~90’. For the parameters of Figure 17, this limiting value of An/A0 as 
seen from equation (12) is 1 - Rn/d = 0.2.
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Figure l8 illustrates this non-equilibrium (B=90°) concave marsh 
situation and the response of An/A0 vs. = to changing Rn values (So is 
fixed at 250 m). Clearly, such a situation may only result in a decrease in 
marsh area with increase in persistent water level. For comparison, Figure l9 
illustrates the non-equilibrium situation for a linear shoreline marsh (So 
very large) and once again the near-linear behaviour of concave marshes 
(Figure l8) at large values of = is distinctly evident, the departure_ from 
near-linear behaviour dramatically increasing as e drops below l or 2°. 

While, for Rn> 0, the geometric marsh factor 

’E¢ + So 

for a concave shoreline marsh is always >1, this same factor for a convex 
shoreline marsh is always <l. Quite simply expressed in terms of So, Rn, 
bo,-=, and B this factor becomes: 

So concave 25¢-bo 

E" + S" 
= l + _ 

R" (cot= + cotB) 
(]]a) E0 + 

(5') 
+ 
S") = 1 - R" (cote + cotB) (11-b) E0 + So convex 250450 

Figure 20 illustrates the convex shoreline marsh factor (<1) for a fixed 
Rn=l metre, and a fixed s=l° depicted as a function of Q for a family of 
So values. Clearly, each So value has its own associated geometric factor 
which is almost independent of a for all but the smallest and largest of 
marshes. when the geometric factors of Figure 20 are multiplied by the 
corresponding' bn/bo ratios for a fixed Rn=l metre and s=l°, the family 
of curves shown in Figure 2l results. For comparison, the linear shoreline 
marsh (SO very large) is also shown. Figure 2l illustrates that the
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An/AO values for a convex shoreline marsh are always less than the 
bn/be values fore a linear shoreline marsh, that the larger the convex 
marsh, the more closely it resembles a linear marsh, and that the areal extent 
of the convex marsh may be either reduced or increased subsequent to a 

persistent water. level elevation followed by vegetative equilibrium. The 
transition from areal extent reduction to areal extent expansion, as seen 
previously, occurs at == B for linear shoreline marshes. However, such 
transition occurs at =>6 for convex shoreline marshes (just the opposite of 
the situation for concave shoreline marshes wherein such transition occurs at 
=<B). The extreme case for which no vegetation equilibrium is established 
(B=90°) for the convex shoreline marsh is shown in Figure 22, again for Rn=l 
metre. The linear marsh situation (again, as in Figures l7 and l9) _is 
represented by a fixed value

Y 

All : bn = 0. 2’ E 53 

with the family of curves representing the various convex marshes lying below 
this linear value. 

Figure 23 (which may be directly compared to its concave shoreline 
counterpart in Figure l4) indicates the family of curves representing 
An/A0 has" a function of = for convex shoreline marshes with a fixed 
So=250 metres, a fixed B=l° and a variety of persistent water levels Rn 
above zero water level datum where 0<Rhsd. The similarity of Figure 23 to 
Figure l4 is very apparent, a principal difference being that the hinge point 
at which An=Ao for concave shoreline marshes occurs at a value of ¢<B 
(Figure l4) while the hinge point at which An=Ao for convex shoreline
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marshes occurs at a value of ->8 (Figure 23). The hinge point at which 

An=A° for linear shoreline marshes occurs, of course, at -=3 (Figure 13). 
" "Figure 24 (comparable to its concave shoreline marsh counterpart of Figure 

18) represents the_non-equilibrimn (B=90°) convex marsh situation for SD=250 

metres and the variable Rn values of Figure 23. At large values of =, both 

concave and convex marshes approach linear behaviour (Figure 19). At lower 

values of d, the departure from linear behaviour becomes more pronounced with 

decreasing -, the concave marshland (Figure 18) increasing above the linear 

value, and the convex marshland (Figure 24) decreasing below the linear value. 

All three shoreline marshland types (linear, concave, and convex). however; 

manifest as_reduced areal extent when subject to prolonged increases in water 

level for the case of total inability to establish a vegetation equilibrium 

(i.e. the case defined by B=90°). 

GEOMETRIC MARSH MODEL: ELLIPTICAL SHORELINES 

Figure 25(a) illustrates a general elliptical shoreline marsh condition 

that might typify the convex nature of some islands and headlands. The ellipse 

is defined by axes of length u and length v. The marsh parameters (consistent 

with the E and S distance parameters of the convex shoreline situation of Figure 

4) associated with these axes are taken as Eu, Su, Ev, and Sv, 

respectively. For the two distinct conditions of water level Rn (above zero 

water level datum) and Rn (iero water level datum), the eight geometric marsh 

parameters become Eou, En", Sou, Snu, Eov, Env, Soy, and Snv,
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For a completely elliptical convex vmarsh (e.g. an elongated island), 
An/A0 may be approximated as: 

fig = “Enu Env__ "Snu Snv 
Ao “Eou Eov ' "Sou Sov 

b - b 
- .2! » .2! (Enu + Snu) bou 

+ (Env + Snv) bou 
( ) 

= _ ~ _,,l“ 
14 

E + S + (E + S ) 
E9! ov ov ou ou bou A

b 
where 53! is the ratio of the new marsh linear distance (Env-Snv) along the ou 
v-axis at water level "Rn to the original marsh linear distance (Eou-Sou) 

b . along the u-axis at zero water level R0; En! is the ratio of the new marsh 
ou 

linear distance (Enu-Snu) along the u~axis at water level Rn to the 
original marsh linear distance (Eou-Sou) along the u-axis at zero

b 
water level;591 is the ratio of the original marsh linear distance (E0v'SoV) ou 
along the v-axis to the original marsh linear distance (Eou-Sou) along the 
u-axis. 

Obtaining a linear shoreline equivalent for an elliptical configuration 
poses certain problems since associated with every marsh dimension between u and 
v is a specific (*,B) set. Consequently, each point on the circumference of the 
ellipse is defined by a distinct pair of slopes, and therefore a spectrmn of 
bn values emerges. It is this variation in slopes that necessitates the 
cross-axial ratios of equation (14). If it is assumed that the angle a is a
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constant (i.e. the offshore slope remains invariant along the elliptical 
shoreline) and that B varies to physically accommodate the marsh area, then the 

b b 
values of 55 can be seen to vary from a minimum value E5! along the v-axis to a 0 ' 

' ov bnu
Q 

maximum value 5—— along the u-axis. 
ou 

Similarly, the general elliptical shoreline condition that might typify the 
concave nature of some bays and bights (shown in Figure 25b) can also be 
expressed by the governing equation (14). An analogous qualifier to the use of 
this equation for both convex and concave elliptical shorelines applies as for 
the use of equation (9) for both convex and concave shoreline marshes. For 
convex shorelines En<E° and Sn<SO for both the u- and veaxes and for 
concave shorelines En>Eo and Sn>S° for both axes. 

In order to graphically display the roles of -, B, Rn, and ellipticity on 
the effects of _persistent water level fluctuations on convex and/or concave 
elliptical shoreline marshes, it is convenient to expand equation (14) in terms 
of the geometric parameters of Figure 25(c). Herein is depicted an ellipse with 
axes u and v and an ellipticity factor Y defined as the ratio %. Since u may be 
>v, <v, or = v (i.e. u may be a major or minor axis), v may be <1, >1, or 
=1, respectively. Even though each point on the circumference of the ellipse 
is defined by an independent (-,5) set, only two input (-,5) sets need be 

considered, namely =u and Bu associated with the u-axis, and -V and BV 
associated with the v-axis. In order to generate families of curves which 
may be compared with those families of curves already generated for

A linear, concave and convex shoreline marshes, In values for convex and
o and- concave elliptical shoreline marshes will be calculated and
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di.spla_yed as a function of “U, viz. the offshore slope associated with the 
u-axis of the elliptical configuration of Figure 25(c). Consistent with this 
manner of ‘interrelationship presentation is the consideration of along 
the u-axis as the linear shoreline marsh equivalent, i.e. hoe linear 
equivalent 

) 
is taken to be bnu <. This is reflected below in the A 0 bf 

Convex 

bm, + (Soy - Rncotfiv) + (SW - Rncotfiu) h = I 
f -"W M (l5) A° 

» 

A 

50v "' 50v "' Sour E1 b°" 
bou 

Concave 

"bnV» + + RnCOl15 V) + (Sou + RnCO‘l:3u) An =' '_ 
g 

-g bnu bnu H6) 
(5. 515 

A0 
‘boy -" 50v *' Sou 

where the terms are as previously defined.
V 

In an identical analog to equations (8) and (9), the square-bracketted 
portions of equations (l5) and (l6) -represent the convex and concave 
elliptical marsh factors, factors which, when divided into measured

o ratios for elliptical marshes subjected to persistent water level‘ changes, 
will yield related linear marsh ratios (é_)along the u-axis. 

. 

~ 0 ~ 

Figure 26 illustrates _the family of curves of as a function of
o

O -i=u for a concave elliptical marsh of fixed eval , fixed Bu=2°, fixed
1
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ev=2° and fixed persistent water level increase _Rn=l metre. The ellipse.v 
fac-tor Y—u is taken as 0.5, and Sou is taken to vary between l50 metres 
and =» (i.e. very large). Figures 27 and 28 illustrate the comparable families 
of curves for v=l (i.e. circular concave marsh) and v=l0, respectively. 
Figures 26, 27, .and 28 represent the condition in which maximum vegetative 
equilibrium may be readily established.

A 
' Figures 29, 30, and 3l illustrate the i versus “U families of 

curves for fixed value-s ==v=l°, Bu=2°, BV=90° (i.e. rocky or steep 
shorelines perpendicular to the v-axis) and Rn=l metre for v=0.5, Y=], and 
»v=l0 respectively. Clearly, such rest-raints on vegetative regeneration 
result in marshland areas considerably smaller than would be expected under 
conditions favouring vegetative equilibrium (as shown in Figures’ 26, 27, and 
28). The higher the ellipticity factor Y for the case of Bv=90°, however, 
the closer the family of curves are to the case of regenerative vegetation 
(compare Figures 28 and 31). This is a direct consequence of the considerably 
reduced impact of Bv upon the total elliptical areal extent for highv 
values. Such a sit-uation of high Y coupled with Bv=90° is, however, not 
frequently encountered in wetland studies. Far» more frequently encountered is 
the situation in which Bv=90° and Y is significantly <l, as sketched in 
Figure 25(d). This represents the establishment of marshes either in coves or 
in river mouths, and assuming either concave elliptical or concave 
semi-elliptical configurations surrounded by high bluffs physically oriented 
roughly parallel to the principal direction of water flow. 

The effect of varying an for a concave elliptical marshland capable of 
sustaining vegetative equilibrium is illustrated in Figures 32, 33, and 34.
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Herein are depicted the families of curves 0 s a function of cu for ‘a '91 

:|=L> 

Q-Jo

l 

Bl 

fixed ==v=l°, Bv=2°, Sou=250 metres and Rn= metre for y=0.5, Y-=l.0, 

and y".=10, respectively. The values of Bu range from l° to 90°. Clearly, 

for each value of ellipticity, increasing the values of Bu results in 

further depressed values of .211.
o 

The corresponding situations resulting from varying Bu for a concave 

elliptical marsh which cannot sustain vegetative equilibrium along the v-axis 

(i.e. Bv=90°) are illustrated in Figures 35, 36,,and 37, which refer to 

v=0.5, Y=l, and y=l0», respectively, all other parameters being identical to 

those used to generate Figures 32, 33, and 34. Once again the effect of 

restricting vegetation regeneration results in reductions in 
£5) 

from what 

would be anticipated in the absence of such regeneration restrictions, the 

departures from such unfettered £11 values becoming much less significant
o 

with increasing values of Y (compare Figures 34 and 37). '

V 

In a similar manner Figures 38,-39, and 40 illustrate the families of 

curves resulting from varying the value of the persistent water level increase 

Rn on a totally regenerative, marshland region defined by fixed values 

*§=l°, BV=2°, Bu=2°, and SOu=250 m. The figures represent y'S of, 0.5, 

1.0, a_nd l0, respectively. The comparable situations for complete restriction 

of vegetative regeneration (i-.e. Bv=90°) are depicted in Figures 41, 42,, and 

43C
> 

It is singularly apparent that an infinite set of combinations of the 

multiplicity of parameters [(==u, Bu), (<=v, Bv), Sou, SOV, Rn, d, 

Y] involved in both the concave elliptical and convex‘ elliptical shoreline 

marshes may be utilized to generate fa‘milies'of curves suchvas those
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represented in Figure‘s 26 through 43. The interested readermay, indeed, wish
\ 

to generate such curves""pertinent to particular regions of interest. No 

further such curves will- be generated herein. Rather, the next ‘four 

figures in this section will illustrate briefly the effect of Y (i.e. the 

ellipticity) on the..gn versus °= -relationships. 
° U An

. Figure 44 illustrates the versus “U curves appropriate to a 

concave elliptical shoreline marsh defined by ~=v=l°, Bu=2°, sv=2°, 

S°u=250 metres, Rn=l.0 metre , d=l.,25 m, and possessing the capability of 
establishing a totally effective vegetation equilibrium, for a variety of 
ellipticities Y ranging from 0.5 (describing a marsh foreshortened in the 
v~axis) to l0 (describing a marsh foreshortened in the u"-axis). The salient 
features of Figure 44 are: '

- 

a) A- distinct hinge point is evident in the family of curves, indicating 
that for concave elliptical marshes a value of “U exists at which the value 

gn is independent of ‘Y, i.e. independent of the ellipticity of the
o 
shoreline marsh. 

b) For values of ==u < t-he hinge-point value of “U, the value o 1-n 
.i>

o decrease-s with increasing Y. For values of ==u > the hinge-point value of 
» A . . . . . ==u, the value ofrnincreases with increasing ‘Y-

0 
c) Depending upon the geometric slopes of the confining marsh basin, the 
areal extent of a totally regenerative concave elliptical shoreline marsh may 
either increase A_r,i>l or decrease £031 with an increase in persistent 

0 o water level. '
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Figure 45 illustrates the family of curves that is a counterpart to that 
of Figure 44 with the. imposed restriction that the concave elliptical 
marshland be totally unable to establish vegetative regeneration equilibrium 
along the v-axis (i.e. Bv=90° representing either steep or rocky shorelines 
encountered at the strand line). Comparing Figure 45 (concave elliptical 
marsh incapable of sustaining vegetative equilibrium) with Figure V44 (concave 
elliptical marsh capable of readily establishing total vegetative 
equilibrium), it may be seen that:

I 

a) The distinct hinge point, defining that value of eua at which the value 
fig is independent of the ellipticity Y, is found at a lower value of °=u. A0 
for marshes not displaying vegetative regeneration than the value of ==u 

appropriate for marshes (of otherwise comparable geometric configurations) 
which do display such regenerative capability. For the former situation, the 
hinge p.Oint value of <=u<==v, while for the latter situation ~== >=.=v. 

-n

C U ”L> 

‘= 

b) For values of <=u <the hinge point value of decreases with
o increasing" v with the values of £1; for the non-equilibrium concave0

A elliptical marsh at a particular Y being lower than the value of _'n at
A that ‘Y for the concave elliptical marsh capable of establishing restorgtive

O increases» with increasing ywith the values f for the non-equilibrium -

0 concave elliptical marsh at a particular Y once again being lower than the 
value of 

_;g_ at that Yfor the concave elliptical marsh capable of0 
establishing restorative equilibrium. It is readily seen from Figures 44 and 
45 that as ybecomes larger the difference between the behaviour of concave 
elliptical marshes capable and incapable of establishing vegetative 
equilibrium along the v-axis becomes increasingly smaller as both shoreline 
marsh types approach the condition of ideal linear marshlahd response. 

equilibrium. For values of eu >the hinge point value of mu, _;n_
A 0
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In a comparable manner, the effects of Y on convex elliptical shoreline 
marshes are briefly indicated in Figures 46 and 47. Figure 46 illustrates the 
effect ~of Y on the kl v.s. ¢u_ relationship for a convex elliptical marsh 

0
. of fixed parameters =v=l°, Bu=Bv=2°, Sou=250 metres, and . Rn*l.0 

metre. The shoreline marsh is taken to possess complete vegetative 
equilibrium capabilities. The corresponding situation for this convex 
elliptical marsh incapable of establishing any vegetative equilibrium (i.e. 
Bv=90°) is shown in Figure 47. The similarities and differences between 
these two convex elliptical shoreline marshes and their concave counterparts 
(Figures 44 and 45) are clearly seen.

p 

Obviously a plethora of curves may be constructed for convex elliptical 
shorelines illustrating the impact on _;n resulting from changes in Rn,

o 
Sou, (“u,Bu), (*v,Bv), and Rn. The consideration - of the spectrum 
of intermediate vegetative» equilibrium capabilities inclusive from total 
regeneration to zero regeneration further compounds this plethora. It is 

felt, however, that the large, albeit extremely limited and restrictive, 
examples illustrated in this section (coupled with the equally limited 
examples of linear and convex/concave shoreline nmrshes presented in earlier 
sections) will serve to adequately illustrate the nature and impact of the 
geometric physical basin parameters on the vulnerability of shoreline marshes 
to prolonged changes in water levels.
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MARSH noon com>_uTE_R PROGRAM 

Throughout this manuscript have appeared a large, but nowhere-near 

exhaustive, number of figures displaying the impact on geometrically-describable 
marshlands of persistent changes in ambient water levels. To be of maximum use 
to interested researchers and/or environmental managers, some provision should 
be made to allow application of this conceptual mathematical model to local 

marsh areas of specific interest and concern. To achieve such a provision, a 

"user-friendly" interactive computer program entitled "MARSHMODEL" was devised, 
written in IBM PC BASIC language, and is included within this manuscript as an 
Appendix. 

To this point in the discussion, it has been explicitly assumed that all 

values of persistent ambient water 'levels Rn (reckoned from the zero water 
level datum) are positive but do not exceed an increase greater than the value 
of d pertinent to the marsh in question, i.e. 05Rn$d. Although the cases of 
Rn lying outside this range were considered in detail for linear shoreline 
marshes, no such detail was considered for concave/convex or elliptical 
shoreline marshes. Indeed, the vast majority of ambient water level conditions 
in North America, particularly within the past couple of decades (which have 
been largely characterized by persistent water levels above the zero water level 
datum), are satisfied by the Rn range 05Rn$d. Further, the conceptual 
geometric marsh model derived in this communication is adequately described 
without, the need to further complicate its presentation by considering, in 

detail, the cases-for Rn<0 and Rn>d. Nevertheless, the situations for which 
Rn may become negative (i.e. below the strand-line which is taken to define 
zero water level datwn in this model) or substantive enough to inundate the
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emergent marsh vegetation (i.e. Rn>d) have been historically encountered and 

will again be encountered in some instances. Consequently, "MARSHMODEL" has 

been written to include the possibility of Rn exceeding, in either direction, 

the limits Q5Rn5d. The governing equations for these situations, assuming 

that vegetative equilibriunl may be ultimately established between marsh and 

onshore terrains, may be shown to be as follows: 

For Rn < 0 

a) Linear Shoreline 

All r=1
0 

(17) 

b) Concave Shoreline 

An ZR" cot o 
K; 

= 1*'i§;-1-fizz-a <18) 

c) Convex Shoreline 

A 2R cot a J »= 1 _ -i.n.._...-__._._ 
A0 izsio + di "cot a ( ) 

d) 
' 

Concave Elliptical Shoreline 

A - 2R cot a cot d n n u v 
(20) -— = 1 + , A0 Sou cot av + Soy cot au - d cot nu cot av V



B) 

For 

H) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 
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Convex Elliptical Shoreline 

An 

Rn >d. 

2Rn cot au cot av 

Linear Shoreline 

in = 
A0 

CO1‘. § 
cot G 

Concave Shoreline 

An zso + (2Rn - a) cot s cot s 
K; 

= 
2S0 — d cot a cot a 

Convex Shoreline 

in v_ 
25° - (2Rn - d) cot B cot B 

A0 
' 

25° + d cot a cot a 

Concave Elliptical Shoreline 

An Sou cot Bv + Sov cot Bu + (2Rn - d) cot B cot U BV 
A0 

' 
Sou cot av + Sov cot av - d cot av cot av 

Convex Elliptical Shoreline 

An S cot B + S cot B - (2R - d) cot B cot B ou 
_ v ov u n u v 

A0 Sou cot av + Sov cot av + d cot av cot av 

A0 Sou cot av + Sov cot au 1 d cot av cot av 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(Z5) 

(25)
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where all terms are as preyfigusly defined. 
Note that equations (17) to (21) for Rn < 0 are independent of the 

onshore slope angle B. Equations (22) to (26), however, are not independent of 
the onshore slope angle B. For the case of Rn_> d, therefore, the governing- 

equations for the situation in which no vegetative equilibrium may be 
established are given by substituting B=90°. 

The governing equations for the situations 0 5 Rn 5 d are as given in the 
text, and these equations are salso incorporated within "MARSHMODEL". The 
computer program automatically selects the appropriate methodology from the 
parameters directly supplied to it by the user.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Both short—term (i.e. seasonal) and long-term (persisting for periods of 
time significantly longer than seasonal) water level fluctuations are vitally 
important to the establishment and continuing and/or evolving status of 
shoreline wetland domains. Both natural and artificial activities which 
directly impact on such water levels must, therefore, be evaluated and 
considered in terms of their effects on the amount of wetlands which would 
survive or be transformed as a consequence of such water level changes. This 
report attempts to consider the effects of prolonged water level fluctuations 
on shoreline marshes of the kinds found in the Great Lakes (or comparable 
fresh water) basins. 

Despite the full realization that the marsh is a complex dynamical 
consequence of the interplay among a cluster of physical, chemical, and 
biological parameters defining and dictating the behaviour of flora, fauna, 
and a myriad of air, water, -and land interactions, this report further 
restricts its focus to the geometric parameters defining the basin terrain. A 
conceptual, simplified mathematical model has been presented which attempts to 
relate persistent water level fluctuations to the areal extent of shoreline 
marshes. The fundamental treatise of this model is the acceptance that 
knowledge of terrain slope angles both offshore and onshore will enable a 

calculation of the amount of land subjected to inundation and/or water level 
recession. Such a mathematical calculation, however, does not enable a 

precise estimate of permanently destroyed or totally/partially regenerated 
marshland. Rather, two opposite extremes of such marshland re-emergence
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subsequent to a persistent water level fluctuation are considered. These two 

cases are taken to represent maximum marshland re-emergence (assuming a 

vegetative community equilibrium may be established between shoreline marsh 

and meadow/swamp" regimes) and minimum marshland re-emergence (assuming no 

such vegetative-equilibrium may be established). 

It is indeed intended that the conceptual mathematical marsh model 

presented and discussed herein may find direct application to the utilization 
of synoptic overviews (both aerial and satellite) of marsh regimes associated 

with various water levels. Such mathematical descriptions of the impact on 

areal extents of marshlands (of both classes of regeneration capabilities) 

brought about by persistent water level changes may be of consequence to water 
managers and planners, particularly when large scale water diversion schemes 

are being considered. 

The model presented in this report, along with the restrictions which 

must be adhered to when attempting to utilize its predictive and interpretive 

capabilities, are currently being evaluated in a consideration of historical 

airborne data acquired over shoreline marsh areas in the Georgian Bay/North 

Channel region. The results of this investigation should be available very 

shortly.
A Y
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APPENDIX:. COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 

The "user-friendly" interactive computer program "MARSHMODEL" is designed 
to determine the areal extent of marshland which will result from a given change 
in persistent ambient water level. while the use of this computer model is 

facilitated by the liberal appearances of menus and user-prompts for inputs, a 

very brief description of‘ the program will precede its actual line-by-line 
inclusion. 

"MARSHMODEL" presents as its output the resulting marshland areal extent 
(subsequent to a time lag which either results in total vegetative regeneration 
or total vegetative noneregeneration) following an increase or decrease in 
persistent water level. This output is also presented as a percentage increase 
or decrease in areal extent from the initial area. To operate the program, it 
i5 énticipated that the following ‘information can be supplied to the user 
prompts:' ‘

A 

a) Marsh Geometry: To be selected from a choice of linear, concave, convex, 
_ concave elliptical, or convex elliptical. 

b) Ellipse ,Shape Input Specification: Required if eliiptical geometry is 

selected. The choice is provided of specifying Sou and 
Soy, the semi-axial lengths along the u and v axes of 
the elliptical marsh at zero water level datum, or 
alternatively, a format using $0,, and the ellipticity 
factor Y (Y=Sov/Sou) to provide consistency with the 

illustrations presented in the text of this manuscript.



Slope Input Format: To be selected from a choice of angles (in degrees) or 
prise/run ratios (expressed as 1 in x). This latter ratio 

‘ terminology would perhaps be more convenient when actual 
collected field data is used, and circumvents the necessity of 

' 

determining angular values for the terrain slopes. 
Emergent Vegetation Limit: This manuscript has assumed, throughout its 

most part, an emergent vegetation limit of 1.25 nu However, 
actual field measurements or intimate marsh knowledge may cause 
this figure to vary. ' 

Offshore and Onshore Slopes or Slope Angles: For an elliptical 
geometry, both u-axis and v-axis parameters are required. 

So or (Sou, Soy) or (Sou, Y): These parameters are required for 
non—linear geometries. 

Initial Water Level: Expressed as an offset from zero water level datum, 
either as positive or negative. 

Subsequent water Level: Again expressed as a positive or negative offset 
A from zero water level datum. 

Initial Marsh Area: To predict changes in marsh area resulting from 
persistent ambient water level changes occurring for conditions 
of maximum wetland regeneration, simply operate the program as 
guided by the "user-friendly" instructions. To predict changes 
in marsh area resulting from persistent ambient water level 
changes occurring for conditions of zero wetland regeneration, 
substitute onshore slope angles of 90° in place of the true 

. onshore slope angles. (This entails a direct substitution of 90’ 
if the "angles" slope input format is chosen, or a substitution 
of 0 if the "1 in x ratio" slope input format is chosen).



warning messages are flashed to the user if parameter inconsistencies are 
encountered. An example of such an inconsistency concerns the relative 
magnitudes of the terms d cot a (the magnitude of the linear offshore extent of 
the marsh) and So (the distance from the centre of curvature of a curved 
shoreline marsh to the strand line). For concave geometries, the situation for 
which d cot a > SQ defines an impossible geometric configuration, and the user 
is informed should the input data contain such incompatibilities.



100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
105 
10? 
109 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
115 
117 
119 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
125 
127 
129 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
135 
137 
139 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
145 
147 
149 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 

’ M H R S H M O D E L
I 

' THIS PROGRHM IS DESIGNED TO ESTIMHTE ON HN INDIVIDUHL MRRSH BfiSIS_ 
’ THE IMPHCT ON THE EXISTING SHORELINE MHRSH HCREHGE RESULTING FROM fi 
' LONG-TERM CHHNGE IN THE HMBIENT BHSIN UHTER LEVEL. 

‘ FROM: 

' H MHTHEMHTICHL DESCRIPTION OF THE EFFECTS OF PROLONGED UHTER LEVEL 
' FLUCTUHTIONS ON THE HREHL EXTENT OF MHRSHLHNDS 
’ BY: 

I R.P. BUKHTH, J.E. BRUTON, J.H. JEROME, HND U.S. HHRHS
i 

OPTION BHSE 0 
OEFDBL H-F,L,O-Z 
DEFINT G-K,M-N 
DIM fi(2),R(Z),IR(Z) 
KEY OFF 
BLHNK$=SPfiCE$(77) 
BORDER$=STRING$(77,205) 
FMT$=“#######.###“ 
LF$=CHR$(I0) 
DEGTORfiD=fiTN(l#)/458 
ON ERROR GOTO 3002 
CLS 
GOSUB 1000 
PRINT "ENTER DESCRIPTIVE TITLE "5 
SOSUB 5006 
GOSUB I000 
LINE INPUT:TITLE$ 
CLS 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
GOSUB 

TITLE$+LF$ 
“MHRSH GEOMETRIES“+LF$ 
"LINEAR 1“+LF$ 
"co~c9v5 - 

"co~v5x 
"concave ELLIPTICHL 
"convex ELLIPTICAL 
1000 

Z'*LF$ 
3“+LF$ 
4“+LF$ 
5!! 

INPUT;"SELECT MHRSH GEOMETRY HND ENTER CORRESPONDING NUMBER “,GEOM 
IF NOT (l<=GEOM HND GEOM<=S) THEN ERROR=Z55 
IF GEOM<=3 THEN GOTO I55 
CLS - 

PRINT TITLE$+LF$ 
PRINT “ELLIPSE SHHPE SPECIFICfiTION“+LF$ 
PRINT "SPECIFY Sou HND Sov 1“+LF$ 
PRINT "SPECIFY Sou HND GHMMH Z“ 
GOSUB 1000 
INPUTa"SELECT ELLIPSE SHHPE SPECIFICHTION “,IE



154 
155 
155 
157 
158 
159 
160 
151 
152 
183 
184 
185 
166 
187 
158 
159 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
175 
177 
178 
179 
I80 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
185 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
182 
193 
194 
195 
185 
197 
198 
199 
Z00 
Z01 
Z02 
203 
Z04 
Z05 
Z05 
207 

IF IE<>1 HND IE<>Z THEN ERROR=Z55 
CLS 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
GOSUB 

TITLE$+LF$ 

1000 

,\_ 

"SLOPE FORHfiTS“+LF$ 
"SLOPE INPUT HS RHTIO (1/X) 
"SLOPE INPUT RS HNGLE (DEGREES) 

5. 

1“+LF$ 
2" 

INPUT;”SELECT SLOPE INPUT FORMHT ",IS 
IF IS<>1 HND IS (>2 THEN ERROR=Z55 
CLS ' 

PRINT TITLE$+LF$ 
ON GEOM GOTO 1B5,1B8,170,17Z,174 
GEOH$=“LINEfiR" 
GOTO 175 
GEOM$=“CONCfiVE" 
GOTO 175 
GEOM$="CONVEX" 
GOTO 175 
GEOH$="CONCfiVE ELLIPTICHL" 
eoTo 175

A 

GEOM$="CONVEX ELLIPTICHL“ 
PRINT "nnnsn GEOHETRY Is "+6EOH$+LF$ 
PRINT “EMERGENT VEGETHTION LIMIT d"+LF$ 
ON esom GOT0 17a,I7s,17e,1ss,18sT 
ON IS GOTO 179,182 
PRINT “OFFSHORE SLOPE ... ONE IN“¥LF$ 
PRINT "ONSHORE SLOPE ... ONE IN"+LF$ 
GOTO 184 
PRINT “OFFSHORE SLOPE HNGLE ”+CHR$(ZZ4)+LF$ 
PRINT "ONSHORE SLOPE HNGLE “+CHR$(ZZ5)+LF$ 
IF 6EDM<>1 THEN PRINT “RHDIUS OF CURVHTURE So"+LF$ 
GOTO 199 
ON IS SOTO 187,192

_ OFFSHORE 
ONSHORE 

OFFSHORE 
ONSHORE 

PRINT u HXIS 
PRINT "u BXIS 
PRINT Iv HXIS 
PRINT "v HXIS 
GOTO use 
PRINT "U 
PRINT "U 
PRINT "v 
PRINT "v 
PRINT "u 

HXIS 
HXIS 
HXIS 
HXIS 
HXIS 

OFFSHORE 
ONSHORE 

OFFSHORE 
ONSHORE 

SLOPE 
SLOPE 
SLOPE 
SLOPE 

SLOPE 
SLOPE 
SLOPE 
SLOPE 

+CHR$(ZZ4)+"u ... ONE IN" 
“+CHR$(2Z5)+"U ... ONE IN"+LF$ 
"+CHR$(2Z4)+"v ... ONE IN" 
“+CHR$(ZZ5)i"v ... ONE IN"+LF$ 

HNGLE “+CHR$(ZZ4)+“u" 
HNGLE "+CHR$(ZZ5)+"u“+LF$ 
HNGLE “+CHR$(ZZ4)+“v“ 
HNGLE “+CHR$(ZZ5)+"v”+LF$ 

SEHI—fiXIfiL DISTHNCE Sou" 
IF IE=1 THEN PRINT “V RXIS SEHI~flXIfiL DISTHNCE Sov“+LF$ 
IF IE=2 THEN PRINT “ELLIPSE SHHPE SPECIFICHTION GfiNMH“+LF$ 
PRINT "INITIHL UHTER LEVEL RELHTIVE TO DHTUH" 
PRINT “SUBSEQUENT UHTER LEVEL RELRTIVE TO DfiTUH"+LF$ 
PRINT “INITIHL HHRSH HREH“ 
PRINT "PREDICTED HHRSH HREH" 
PRINT "PER CENT CHHNGE" 
GOSUB 1000 
INPUTI“ENTER EHERGENT VEGETHTION LIMIT d ",D 
IF D<0 THEN ERROR=Z55 
LOCHTE 5,55



we 
209 
Z10 
211 
212 
Z13 
ZI4 
Z15 
ZIB 
Z17 
Z18 
Z19 
Z20 
Z21 
ZZZ 
Z23 
ZZ4 
Z25 
Z25 
Z27 
Z28 
Z29 
Z30 
Z31 
Z32 
Z33 
Z34 
235 
Z35 
237 
238 
Z39 
Z40 
241 
242 
Z43 
Z44 
245 
246 
247 
248 
Z49 
Z50 
Z51 
Z52 
Z53 
Z54 
Z55 
Z56 
Z57 
258 
259 
Z60 
Z81 

PRINT USING FHT$;D; 
ON GEON GOTO ZIO,Z10,210,Z5l,Z51 
GOSUB I000 - 

ON IS GOTO ZlZ,Z18 
INPUT;"ENTER OFFSHORE SLOPE ... ONE IN “,SLfi1 
IF SLfi1<0 THEN ERROR=Z55 
SLfi=SLfi1 
LOCHTE 7,55 
PRINT USING FHT$vSLfi1: 
GOTO ZZB ' 

PRINT "ENTER OFFSHORE SLOPE HNGLE "+CHR$(Z24); 
INPUT;“ ",SLfiZ 
IF NOT (0<=SLfiZ HND SLfiZ<=S0) THEN ERROR=Z55 
IF SLfiZ>89.S98 THEN SLfiZ=89.999 
IF SLHZ<-001 THEN SLfiZ=.®01 
SLfi=1/THN(5LfiZ*DEGTORfiD) 
LOCHTE 7,55 
PRINT USING FMT$iSLfi2; 
GOSUB 1000 
ON IS GOTO 228,234 
INPUT;"ENTER ONSHORE SLOPE ... ONE IN ",SLB1 
IF SLBT<0 THEN ERROR=255 
SLB=5LB1 
LOCHTE 9,55 
PRINT USING FMT$:SLB1; 
GOTO Z42 
PRINT "ENTER ONSHORE SLOPE HNGLE "+CHR$(ZZ5); 
INPUTi" ",SLBZ 
IF NOT (0<=SLB2 HND SLBZ<=90) THEN ERROR=ZS5 
IF SLBZ>8S.989 THEN SLBZ=8S-98S 
IF SLBZ<.001 THEN SLBZ=.O®1 
SLB=1/TfiN(SLBZ*DEGTORfiD) 
LOCATE 9,55 
PRINT USING FMT$;SLBZi 
K=9 
IF GEOH=1 THEN GOTO 332 
GOSUB IOQQ " 

INPUT;"ENTER RHDIUS OF CURVHTURE So ",SOU 
IF SOU<0 THEN ERROR=255- 
LOCHTE 11,55 
K=1l 
PRINT USING FMT$:SOU; 
GOTO 332 
GQSUB IQQQ 

.

‘ 

ON IS GOTO 253,259 
INPUT;"ENTER U HXIS OFFSHORE SLOPE ... ONE IN ",SLUfi1 ' 

IF SLUfiI<0 THEN ERROR=255 
SLUH=SLUfi1 ' 

LOCHTE 7,55 " 

PRINT USING FMT$;SLUfi1; 
GOTO Z57 
PRINT “ENTER U HXIS OFFSHORE SLOPE HNGLE "+CHR$(ZZ4)+"u" 
INPUT;" “,SLUfiZ 
IF NOT (0<=SLUfiZ HND SLUfiZ<=90) THEN ERROR=Z55



Z 

262 
ZB3 
Z64 
Z85 
ZBB 
Z57 
Z58 
Z59 
Z70 
Z71 
Z72 
Z73 
Z74 
75 

278 
Z77 
Z78 
273 
Z80 
Z81 
282 
Z83 
Z84 
Z85 
Z88 
Z87 
288 
289 
Z90 
Z51 
Z82 
Z93 
Z94 
Z55 
295 
297 
298 
Z99 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
305 
310 

IF SLUfi2>89.99S THEN SLUfiZ=89.99S 
IF SLUfiZ<.00l THEN SLUfi2=.001 
SLUfi=I/TfiN(SLUfiZ*DEGTORfiD) 
LQCHTE 7,55 
PRINT USING FMT$;SLUfiZi 
GOSUB.I000 
ON IS GOTO Z89 275 
INPUTi"ENTER U RXIS ONSHORE SLOPE ,., ONE IN ”,SLUB1 
IF SLUBI(0 THEN EBROR=Z55 
SLUB=SLUB1 
'LOCfiTE‘8,55 
PRINT USING FMT$€SLUB1i 
GOTO Z83 
PRINT “ENTER U HXIS ONSHORE SLOPE HNGLE “+CHR$(ZZ5)+"u". 
INPUTH'“,SLUBZ 
IF N0T (0<=SLUB2 0N0 SLUB2<=90) TH 
IF sLuB2>e5.sss THEN SLUB2=89.S99 
IF SLUB2<.001 THEN SLUB2=.00I - 

SLUB=1/TfiN(SLUB2*DEGTORfiD)~ 
LOCHTE 8,55 
PRINT USING FMT$;SLUB2; 
K;8 
eosua 1000 
0N IS GOTO 295,292 
INPUT:“ENTER v nxxs OFFSHORE SLOPE ... ONE IN ",SLVfi1 
IF SLVfiI<0 THEN ERRoR#255 -

' 

sLva=sLvnT 
LOCHTE 10,55 
PRINT USING FnT$:sLvR1= 
GOTO 300 
PRINT “ENTER v HXIS OFFSHORE SLOPE ANGLE "+CHR$(224)+"v 
INPUT;“ ",SLVfi2 
IF NOT <0<~sLv02 fiND SLVfiZ<=90) THEN ERROR*25E 
IF SLVfiZ>89.9B9 THEN SLVfi2=89.999 
IF SLVfi2<.001 THEN SLVfiZ=.00l 
SLVfi=1/TfiN(SLVfiZ@D§6TORflD) 
LOCHTE 10,55 
PRINT USING FMTETSLVHZT 
60500 T000

I ON IS s0T0 302,308 
INPUT;”ENTER v HXIS QNSHORE SLOPE ... ONE IN “,SLvB1 
IF SLVBI<0 THEN ERRQR=255 
SLVB=SLVB1 
LOCHTE 11,55 
PRINT USING FMT$:SLVBI: 
GOT0 316 
PRINT "ENTER v Rxxs ONSHORE SLOPE HNGLE “+CHR$(225)+“v" 
INPUTT" ",SLVB2 
IF NOT (0<=SLVBZ HND SLVBZ<=90) THEN ERROR=Z55 

EN ERROR=Z55 

311 
312 
313 
3!4 
315 

IF SLVB2>89.999 THEN SLVB2=89.9S3 
IF SLVB2<.00l THEN SLVB2=,001 
sLvB=T/TnNcsLvB2~0EeToRfiD> 
LOCHTE 11,55 
PRINT USING FHT$TSLVBZ;



315 
31? 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
325 
327 
329 
329 
335 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
335 
337 
335 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
345 
34? 
349 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
355 
357 
359 
359 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
386 
357 
368 
359 

K=l1 
GOSUB 1000 
INPUTi"ENTER U HXIS SEMI-HXIHL DISTHNCE Sou SOU 
IF SQU<0 THEN ERROR=Z55 
LOCHTE 13,55 
PRINT USING FflT$;SOU; - 

GOSUB 1000 
IF IE=1 THEN INPUT;“ENTER V HXIS SEMI-RXIHL DISTRNCE Sov SQV 
IF IE=Z THEN INPUT:“ENTER GHMMH " Gfiflflfifl 
IF IE=2 THEN SOV=SOU*GfiHMfi# 
IF SOV<0 THEN ERROR=ZS5 
LOCHTE 14,55 
K=14 
IF IE=1 THEN PRINT USING FMT$;SOV' 
IF IE=2 THEN PRINT USING FMT$iGfiflMfi# 
R(0)=® - 

GOSUB 1Q®0 
INPUT;"ENTER INITIHL UHTER LEVEL RELRTIVE TO DHTUM R(1) 
IF R(1)<® THEN IR(1)=1 
IF Q<=R(1) RND R(1)<=D THEN IR(1)=Z 
IF R(1)>D THEN IR(1)=3 
LOCHTE K+Z,55 
PRINT USING FMT$;R(1); 
GOSUB 1000 
INPUT:"ENTER SUBSEQUENT UHTER LEVEL RELHTIVE TO DHTUM R(Z) 
IF R<2><o THEN 1R<2>=1' 
IF 0<=R(Z) HND R(Z)<=D THEN IR(Z)=Z 
IF R(2)>D THEN IR(2)=3 
LOCHTE K+3,55 
PRINT USING FMT$1R(Z); 
GOSUB 1000 
INPUT;"ENTER INITIHL HHRSH RREH ",H(11 
IF fi(1)<0 THEN ERROR=Z55 
ON ERROR GOTO 0 
LOCHTE x+5,55

i PRINT USING FNT$;fi(1); 
LDCHTE 23,1 
PRINT SPfiCE$(79): 
LOCHTE 24,1 
PRINT SPHCE$(79); 
LOCHTE 25,1 
PRINT SPfiCE$(79)i 
ON GEOH GOTO 35S,359,359,3SZ,3B2 
COTfiLPHfiU=SLfi 
COTBETfiU=SLB 
5010 355 
COTfiLPHHU=SLUfi 
COTBETfiU=SLUB 
COTfiLPHfiv=SLvH 
COTBETfiV=SLVB 
~=1 
5osu5 vooo 
fi(0)=H(1)/Q 
N=2



370 
371 
372 
373 
374 
375 
375 
377 
379 
379 
380 
391 
382 
383 
384 
395 
385 
3871 
389 
389 
390 
391 
392 
393 
394 
395 
399 
397 
399 
399 
400 
401 
402 
403 
1000 
1001 
1002 
1003 
1004 
1005 
1009 
1007 
1008 
1009 
3000 
3001 
3002 
303 
3004 
3005 
3005 
3007 
3009 
3009 

GOSUB 7000 
fi(2)=fi(0)*Q 
LOCATE K+B,55 
PRINT USING FHT$;fi(2)i 
PCC=100#*(fi(2)-fi(1))/fi(1) 
LDCHTE K+7,55 
PRINT USING FHT$iPCC% 
RHI=—1000 
RLO=1000 
FOR I=0 TO 2 ‘ 

IF R(I)<RLO THEN RLO=R(I) 
IF R(I)>RHI THEN RHI=R(I) 
NEXT I 
IUflRN=0 
ON GEOM GOTO 401,3BS,387,385,39Z 
IF (SOU+(RLO-D)lCOTfiLPHfiU)<0 THEN IUfiRN=IUfiRN+1 
GOTO 394 ' 

IF (SOU-RHI*COTBETfiU)<0 THEN IUfiRN=IUfiRN+1 
GOTO 394 I 

IF (SOU+(RLO-D)*COTfiLPHHU)<0 THEN IUfiRN=IUfiRN+1 
IF (SOV+(RLO-D)*COTfiLPHfiV)<0 THEN IUfiRN=IUfiRN+Z 
GOTO 394 
IF (S0U—RHIIC0TBETfiU)<Q THEN IUfiRN=IUfiRN+1 
IF (SOV—RHI*COTBETfiV)<0 THEN IUfiRN=IUfiRN+Z 
IF IUfiRN=0 THEN GOT0 401 
LOCHTE 22,1 
PRINT "UfiRNING...PRRfiflETER INCDNSISTENCY DETECTED FOR 
IF IUfiRN=1 THEN PRINT "U RXIS“ 
IF IUfiRN=Z THEN PRINT “V HXIS“ 
IF IUfiRN=3 THEN PRINT “BOTH HXES" 
BEEP 
END 

LOCHTE 23,11 
PRINT CHR$(201)+BORDER$+CHR$(1B7); 
LOCHTE 24,1 
PRINT CHR$(18B)+BLfiNK$+CHR$(186); 
LOCHTE 25,1 
PRINT CHR$6200)+BORDER$+CHR$(188); 
LOCHTE 24,2 
RETURN
I

Q 

GOSUB 1000 
BEEP 
PRINT "INPUT-OUT OF RHNGE 
GOSUB 5000 
BEEP - 

IF ERL=l45 THEN RESUME 143 
IF ERL=1S4 THEN RESUME 152 
IF ERL=1B2 THEN RESUME ISO 
IF ERL=20B THEN RESUME 204 
IF ERL=213 THEN RESUME 210 

PLEHSETRETRY



3010 
3011 
3012 
3013 
3014 
3015 
3015 
3017 
3018 
3019 
3020 
3021 
3022 
3023 
3024 
3025 
3026 
3027 
S000 
5001 
5002 
5003 
5004 
5005 
7000 
7001 
7002 
7003 
7004 
7005 
7006 
7007 
7008 
7009 
7010 
7011 
7012 
7013 
7014 
7015 
7018 
7017 
7018 
7013 
7020 
7021 
7022 
7023 
7024 
7025 
7025 
7027 
7028 
7029 

IF ERL=220 
IF ERL=2Z9 
IF ERL=Z3E 
IF ERL=24E 
IF ERL=254 
IF ERL=2S1 
IF ERL=270 
IF ERL=277 
IF ERL=287 
IF ERL=294 
IF ERL=303 
IF ERL=310 
IF ERL=319 
IFEMFHB 
IF ERL=348 
STOP 

T=TIMER 

THEN 
THEN 
THEN 
THEN 
THEN 
THEN 
THEN 
THEN 
THEN 
THEN 
THEN 
THEN 
THEN 
THEN 
THEN 

Resume 
Resume wmme name 
Resume %mme 
Resume 
Resume 
Resume 
Resume 
RESUME 
Resume 
Resume 
RESUME 
Resume 

UHILEi(TIMER-T)<1 
UEND 
RETURN 

ON IR(N) GOTO 7001,7017,703S 
LINEfiR=1 
ON GEOH GOTO 7003,7005,7007,7009,7013 
Q=LINEfiR 
RETURN 
Q=1+(Z*R(N)*COTfiLPHfiU)/(2*SOU-D*COTfiLPHfiU) 
RETURN 
Q=1-(2*R(N)*COTfiLPHfiU)/(2*SOU+D*COTHLPHHU) 
RETURN 
QN=2*R(N)*COTfiLPHfiU*COTfiLPHfiV 
QD=SOU*COTfiLPHfiV+SOV*COTRLPHHU-D*COTfiLPHHU*COTfiLPHfiV 
Q=1+QN/QD 
RETURN 
QN=2*R(N)*COTfiLPHHU*COTHLPHfiV 
QD=SOU*COTHLPHfiv+SOV¥COTHLPHHU+D*COTfiLPHHU*COTfiLPHfiV 
Q=1—QN/QD 
RETURN 
LINEfiR=1-R(N)/D+(R(N)/D)*(COTBETHU/COTHLPHRU) 
FfiCTOR=1 

210 
226 
225 
244 
251 
251 
Z57 
257 
284 
284 
300 
300 
317 
322 
345 

IF GEOH=1 THEN GOTO 7037 
BOU=D*COTfiLPHfiU 
BNU=(D—R(N>)*COTfiLPHHU+R(N)*COTBETfiU 
YNU=R(N)*COTBETfiU 
IF GEOM=2 THEN FfiCTOR=1+(R(N)/(2*SOU-BOU))*(COTfiLPHHU+COTBETfiU) 
IF GEOH=3 THEN FfiCTOR=1—(R(N)/(2*SOU+BOU))*(COTfiLPHHU+COTBETfiU) 
IF GEOH=2 OR GEOM=3 THEN GOTO 7037 
BOV=D*COTHLPHfiV 
BNV=(D—R(N))*COTfiLPHfiV+R(N)1COTBETHV 
YNV=R(N)*COTBETfiV 
IF 6EOM=5 THEN GOTO 7034



7030' 
703V 
7Q3Z 
7033 
7034 
7035 
7035 
7037 
7038 
7035 
7040 
7041 
7042 
7043 
7044 
7045 
7045 
7047 
7048 
7049 
7050 
?051 
7052 
7053 
7054 
7055 
7055 
7057 

FncToRu=~B~v+s0v+YNd+<s0u+vNu>»<BNv/5Nu> 
FfiCTORD=-BOV+SOV+SOU*(Bay/BQU) 
FacTOR=FficToRN/FficTORD\’* . 

5010 7037 W 
FHCTORN=+BNV+SOV-YNV+(SOU*YNU)i(BNV/BNU) 
FfiCTORD=+BOV+SOV+SQU*(BQV/BQU) 
FHCTOREFHCTORN/FHCTORD 
QsFfiCTOR¥LINEfiR 
RETURN ' 

LINEfiR=COTBETfiU/CQTHLPHHU 
ON GEOM GOTO 704I,7@43,7045,7047,7Q51 
Q=LINEfiR - 

_

. 

RETURN 
Q=(Z*SOU+(Z*R(N)—D)*CDTBETRU)/(2*SOU-D*COTfiLPHfiU)*LINEfiR 
RETURN . . 

Q=(Z*SOU*(Z*R(N)-D)*COTBETfiU)/(Z*S®U+D*COTfiLPHRU)¥LTNERR 
RETURN ,

* 

QN=SOU*COTBETfiV+S@V*COTBETfiU+(2*R(N)*D)*COTBETfiU*COTBETfiV 
QD=S@U*COTHLPHfiV+SOV*COTfiLPHfiU-DiCOTfiLPHHU*COTHLPHHV 
Q=QN/QD

. 

RETURN 
QN=SOU¥COTBETfiV+SOV*COTBETfiU-(Z*R(N)-D)*COTBETfiU*COTBETfiV 
QD=SOU*COTHLPHRV+SOV*COTfiLPHfiU+D§COTfiLPHfiU*CUTfiLPHfiV 
Q=QN/QD » 

RETURN 

‘END
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Relationships between An/A0 for concave elliptical 
shoreline marshes and principal axis offshore slope nu 
and ellipticity factor y=10 for a variety of So values 
and Bv=90° (i.e. partially non-regenerative marsh). 
Relationships between An/A0 for concave elliptical 
shoreline marshes and principal axis offshore slope cu 
and ellipticity factor y=O.5 for a variety of Bu values. 
Relationships between An/A0 for concave elliptical 
shoreline marshes and principal axis offshore slope au 
and ellipticity factor Y=1.0 for a Variety of Bu values; 
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shoreline marshes and principal taxis offshore slope an 
and ellipticity factor v=1.0 for a variety of Rn values. 
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shoreline marshes and principal axis offshore slope on 
and ellipticity factor v=10 for a variety of Rn values. 
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Relationships between An/A0 for concave elliptical 

shoreline marshes and principal axis offshore slope du 
for a variety of éllipticity factor values and Bv=90° 
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(i.e. partially non-regenerative marsh).
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Relationships between An/AD for convex elliptical 

shoreline marshes and principal axis offshore slope an 
for a variety of ellipticity factor values, 

Relationships 
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between An/A0 for convex elliptical 
shoreline marshes and principal axis offshore slope cu 
for a variety of ellipticity factor values and Bv=90° 

(i.e. partially non-regenerative marsh).
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